$1.95

VISIT COLEMAN’S WEBSITE
French Military
Super Soft Pullover

If you never bought
military surplus clothing,
I recommend you start with this
article because I am sure you
will be hooked on surplus for
life. We are not sure what
the manufacturer did when
they made this pullover
but I have never put my
hands on such soft fleece.
This quarter zip shirt is
very versatile. Wear it as
an excellent cold blocking
base layer or simply as casual outerwear. Pro surplus tip: Order more than one
because chances are someone at home is
going to steal it out of your laundry basket!
Color: CCE Camo. 100% polyester.
Sizes: Large, X- Large.
Unused Condition. Made in France.

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

0373 French Military Super Soft Pullover..........$24.95

NATO Military Woodland Cold
Weather Gloves

Bulgarian Officer’s Wool
Blanket

Weighing in at nearly
5 pounds this blanket
is not only heavy it is
cuddly soft too. This
super plush blanket
has a nice feel
against your skin,
unlike some wool
blankets. This blanket
measures approximately 62” x
80” and is made of 70% wool. It
is sure to keep your body heat
under the covers. The whip stitches on top
and bottom will ensure this blanket will be
free from fraying. It is dark brown on one side and tan on
the other. Has multiple H3’s stamped down each end of
the blanket. Like New Condition.

SEE PAGES 26-28 FOR MORE BLANKETS

5125 Bulgarian Officer’s
cer’s Wool Blanket..............
Blanket...............$39.95

Swiss Military M57
Bayonet with Vinyl
Frog

These gloves have a
thick/soft fleece lining that really
helps to keep your hands warm. The
water resistant outer nylon coating is
patterned in a unique woodland
pattern. Thick leather palm and
fingers enables you to grip things.
These gloves also feature an extra-long
adjustable cuff to keep your wrists warm.
These are an excellent military glove at a
fantastic price. Size: Large/X-Large.
Unused Condition.

This knife bayonet was first
issued in 1957 to accompany
the world renowned Swiss STG57 rifle.
The bayonet features a 9 ¼’’ double
edge blade that has a great
look and feel. The handle is
a strong ribbed plastic that
offers a great grip. A plastic
scabbard and vinyl frog
are also included with this
bayonet. We all know that the Swiss Military
uses the best of the best in field equipment and you can
really tell by the exceptional quality of this bayonet. Most
look to have been barely used. Used, Good Condition.

0569 NATO Cold Weather Gloves.........................$8.95

7001 Swiss M57 Bayonet with Vinyl Frog..........$49.95

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

1-888-478-7758
French Military Stainless
Steel Extreme Cutting Pliers
This is the last pair of cutting pliers you will ever need
to purchase. Made of durable and robust stainless steel
these pliers are tough as nails. Very useful
for fishermen, butchers,
plus around the home
and garden. Be advised,
these cutters are not a toy
and are very powerful. Originally
designed to cut casts in the medical field.
As with most surplus, styles may slightly vary.
All are heavy duty grade. Unused Condition.

SEE PAGES 22 FOR MORE FIRST AID PRODUCTS

5705 French Stainless Extreme Cutting Pliers..$19.95

SEE PAGES 37-39 FOR MORE BAYONETS

U.S. G.I. Thermal
Wool Socks

High quality, made in America
socks are very hard to find.
These would pair perfectly with our
Extreme Cold Temperature Mickey
boots, or any boot. Wool is a great
insulator, will dry quickly and has
anti-bacterial properties. 75% wool
blended with 25% cotton for comfort.
Sizes available: 10, 11, 12 & 14.
Grade 1: Like New/Unused Condition.
Grade 2: Used Condition. Laundered.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

0879 Thermal Wool Socks, Grade 1.......$12.95/pair
0879 Thermal Wool Socks, Grade 2.........$4.95/pair

COLEMANS.COM
U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Weather System Gen III
Waterproof Pants

This ECWS (Extreme Cold Weather System)
pant is an advanced
trouser design combined
with state of the art
materials that allow you to
comfortably operate in the
most extreme cold
conditions. Engineered
to be virtually moisture
impermeable, windproof,
breathable and long lasting.
These pants are designed
to be the outer most layer
of your cold weather clothing. The PrimaLoft® Sport
Thermal bonded high-loft
insulation is light weight
and seriously warm. They
are designed to be worn over top of your
other layers of clothing. Featuring full length
side zippers, reinforced knees, zippered fly,
and elastic waist. Color: Urban Gray.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We sorted these trousers into two grades.
Please read the description of the grades below.
Grade 1: Unused. May or may not be in original
manufacturers packaging.
Size: Medium and Large available.
Grade 2: Used. Good Serviceable Condition.
Sizes: Medium and Large available.

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 1................$39.95
0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 2, Medium.$24.95
0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 2, Large.....$29.95
Look for more Editor’s Picks like this
product highlighted throughout this
catalog. Mr. Coleman personally selected
these items and he feels they represent the
best of the best in price, quality, and value.

U.S. G.I. General Purpose
Waterproof Storage Box

German Military Mountain
Rucksack

Useful for almost any
purpose, this well
rounded pack makes
an excellent two or
three day pack but
also serves well
for day hike.
Originally issued to
German Mountain troops
during the cold war era. The pack
features one large main
compartment with drawstring
closure, and two secondary side pouches.
The main compartment also features a
smaller compartment inside for smaller items. All flaps are
secured with quick release buckles. This pack has shoulder straps but not a frame. Some have a canvas bottom,
some have a nylon bottom. Sorry, no choice.
Measures approximately 17’’ x 13’’ x 8’’.
Used, Good Condition. Made in Germany.

SEE PAGES 15-21 FOR MORE PACKS AND BAGS

5469 German Military Mountain Rucksack.........$39.95

British Government
Security Boot

The key word with this pair of
boots is value. You will not
find a higher quality boot for
a lower price, plus they look
great. Specially designed with
a unique oil and slip resistant tread.
These comfortable boots are great for
warehouse work, custodial work, walking,
security companies, and much more.
Featuring cushioned ankle support, durable
water resistant leather upper, easy lacing
system, and breathable window.
Color: Black. Made in China for the British Government
and the quality is outstanding. Unused in Box.
Sizes: 9R, 10R, 10.5R, 11R, 11.5R, 12R, 12.5R.
All sizes converted to US Men’s Regular Width.

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

0894 British Security Boot.................................$39.95

Originally used for a first aid kit. These
plastic waterproof boxes have many uses.
Nice for storage of important photos,
papers, disks, CDs, or make your own
first
st aid kit. Boxes feature steel
latches and one steel carrying
handle, lid with rubber
gasket, and ridge and groove
for easy stacking. Top opening 9.5” x 7” interior height, 8”x 9”
bottom. Great for storing all sorts of
items. Boxes are empty.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A

G.I. Intermediate
Cold/Wet Leather
Gloves

4516 U.S. G.I. G.P. Waterproof Storage Box.....$14.95

0518 G.I. Cold/Wet Leather Gloves...................$19.95

SEE PAGES 45-47 FOR MORE BOXES

These U.S. G.I. Gloves are
the real deal. These gloves
are made to wear with or without
a liner. They are made to resist
wet conditions for short periods.
They feature a full leather outer shell, a
double knit cuff, microfiber insulation, and
adjustable wrist straps. Color: Black. Size:
Sm., Med., Lg., X-Lg. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

SEE PAGES 3-14 FOR MORE CLOTHING

German State Police
Leather Coat

The moment you touch this
coat you will realize it
was hand made using
the highest quality
leather
available.
Previously issued
to the NRW Polizei,
the elite State
police of the North
Rhine State in
Germany.
Featuring full zip front, hand
warmer pockets, pit vents, and zippered arm
pocket with penholders. Plenty of storage,
this coat has 7 pockets! Most coats will have
reflective “POLIZEI” lettering on the back.
Some customers will choose to keep this
for the added safety of the reflective letters,
however they can be removed at home if you choose. This
is a very high quality coat that would sell for hundreds of
dollars in a retail store. Because this coat has seen some
light duty, it already has that comfortable “broken in” feel
to it. Color: Black. Made in Germany.Sizes: Large Short,
Large Regular, Large Tall.
Used, Nice Condition.

............$129.95
5259 German State Police Leather Coat............

British Police Waterproof Suit

In this coverall suit you will stay
dry and get the job done no
matter what nasty weather
comes your way. This is
a very high quality
coverall suit that was
specially
engineered to withstand
extreme conditions. The suit
features two chest pockets,
two knee pockets, reinforced
elbows and knees, hood,
and covered front zipper.
The leg bottoms also have
a long zipper that allows
you

to conveniently put
these coveralls on
without removing your boots. Police
logo on chest and back are attached by
hook & loop and easily removed. You
could replace them with some high
visibility stripes depending on your
application. Made in the United Kingdom
by Remploy Frontline.
Size: Large, X-Large and
XX-Large. Unused Condition.
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5258 British Police Waterproof Suit...........$69.95

Serbian Military Special
Forces Parka with Liner

This unique
parka is
packed
with special
features that
makes it one of the best
parka’s we have ever
offered for sale. Features
zip up front with buttoned
storm flap, adjustable
button cuffs, detachable
hood, and cinched waist.
Plenty of pocket storage with
a buttoned shoulder pocket,
inside chest pocket, and four front
double buttoned pockets with storm
flaps. Also, there is a large zippered
“game bag” in the back. The toasty
warm faux fur button in liner
includes sleeves and can be removed in warmer weather. Quite
simply, this is an awesome, high
quality parka that was designed
right. Offered with or without the original faux fur collar.
Size: Large, X-Large. Unused Condition.
Made in Czech Republic.

5242 Serbian Parka with Fur Collar..................$59.95
5242 Serbian Parka without Fur Collar.............$59.95
“Made in the Czech republic, it is hard to find
quality stuff like this. Tons of pockets and pretty
warm. Nice heavy material can’t say enough
good things about it. Also purchased a Czech
military parka, these are 2 of the best coats
I have owned.”

British Military Bergereine
Wool Trousers

We know a high-quality garment
when we see one. These soft
bergereine wool
trousers are some
of the best pants
we have seen in
years. These pants
are nice enough for Sunday
Services but tough enough for
many days afield. Two roomy front
pockets, two large cargo pockets
and two rear buttoned pockets.
Extra military features like buttons
for suspenders, side cinch, and
extra wide belt loops to accommodate pistol belts. As an added bonus, these pants are
designed with an extra 2’’ of waist line that can be let
out for the perfect fit. 100% wool. Made in the UK. Waist
sizes are: Medium (32-34’’ waist), Large (36-38’’ waist),
Extra Large (40-42’’ waist). Sizes plus lengths available:
Medium-Regular, Large-Long, X-Large-Regular,
X-Large-Long, XX-Large-Long. Unused Condition.

0268 British Wool Trousers...............................$39.95

U.S. G.I.
Cold Weather
Bear
Coat

Authentic
U.S. Military
Issue. This
insulating component can
be used as a liner or as
a coat. Made of knit and
pile polyester. This jacket
features a full zipper turtleneck, adjustable wrist
openings, 2 bello style chest pockets and 2 patch pockets.
Color: Brown. Unused. Size: Small, Large or X-Large.
Sizes run small. MADE IN THE US.A.
0178 U.S. G.I. Bear Coat, Large or X-Large......$39.95
0178 U.S. G.I. Bear Coat, Small........................$19.95

British Military Field Jacket,
MTP Camo
Designed to be windproof, this excellent field
jacket is currently in use by the British
Armed Forces. This parka design
has seen action in many theaters
across the globe including
Afghanistan and Iraq. Features an
integrated drawstring hood,
and loads of pocket storage.
Two chest pockets, two hip
pockets, and two large
interior zippered pockets.
The MTP pattern looks
great and is very similar
to the U.S. Multicam.
50% Cotton 50%
Polyester construction.
Unused Condition.
Made in Great Britain.
Size: Large (170/104cm), Extra Large (170/112cm)

5244 British Field Jacket, MTP Camo...............$59.95

British Military Combat
Field Pants, MTP

This unique field
trouser has a ton of
special features that
make it very versatile
for any outdoorsman. The British
Issue Multicam pattern blends
into any environment and looks
great. Intelligently designed of a
lightweight and windproof 50%
polyester and 50% cotton material blend. Featuring large waist
pockets with hook and loop flap,
two large buttoned cargo pockets,
one buttoned rear pocket, zippered fly, pistol belt loops,
and lanyard/keyring loops at the bottom of the belt loops.
The large buttons on the pockets make them easy to
handle even with gloves on. Large hook and loop openings on the ankle allow for easy on over boots. Medium
(31-34’’ waist), Large (35-38’’ waist). Unused Condition.

0278 British Military Field Pants, MTP................$49.95

French Military Fleece
Jacket

Whatever the weather
is, you’re going to
want to have one
of these jackets.
This versatile
jacket can be
worn alone or use
it as a layer with
your favorite parka.
Worn by the French
eece
troops, this thick fleece
jacket is top of the line
for warmth. Jacket is complete with shoulder epaulettes,
reinforced elbows and shoulders, and hook and loop tag
patches. Heavy duty full front zipper closes this jacket all
the way up to the top of the high drawstring collar. Hand
warmer side pockets. Two internal pockets. Elastic wrist
cuffs. Sizes: L, XL, XXL, XXXL. Unused Condition.
5202 French Military Fleece Jacket......................$49.95

Austrian Military
Combat Boots

If you spend any time on your feet hiking,
walking or working, you know a good pair
of boots are worth their weight in
gold. Often overlooked, quality
footwear is an essential part of
your field gear. These boots are
very special Military Surplus and
we are quite excited to offer
them. Made to strict
specs for the Austrian
Armed Forces.
Featuring thick 2mm
full grain hard wearing leather. The black exterior
of these boots are simple to maintain and hide the dirt.
Measuring a lengthy 10’’ high for excellent ankle support.
Did I mention how great they look? These boots may be
used but don’t let that deter you from owning an awesome
pair of boots at a bargain price. We all know how expensive good quality boots can be. Some boots have insoles,
some do not. We recommend purchasing a set of new
insoles for these boots. Size: 8, 9, 10.
Used, Good Condition.
0890 Austrian Military Combat Boots................$39.95

Swedish Military M59 Parka
No need to fear the cold
when wearing
this high quality,
durable, military
parka with its
super plush pile liner. The
blended cotton canvas
jacket shell features two
deep bellow style hip
pockets, button
closures and a consealed
drawstring waist.
Size: Large or X-Large
Color: Olive Drab.

0154 Swedish M59 Parka, Used Good........$34.95
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N-3B Extreme
Cold Weather Parka

Vintage Czech Military
Thermal Jacket

adjustable
drawstring hood is
lined with soft syn
synthetic mouton and
trimmed with
removable synthetic coyote fur.
This coat also features a full
length storm flap, drawstring
waist, thick elastic wrist cuffs,
and the well-known zippered
arm utility pocket. Suitable for
extreme cold weather. Colors: Sage or
Black. Sizes: Medium, Large, XL, XXL, XXXL.
New Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5263 Czech Military Thermal Jacket.................$12.95

In production for almost 60 years, the
legendary N-3B Parka is extremely
warm and made of the highest
quality materials. This coat is
proudly made in the USA by
Official U.S. Military
Manufacturer, Valley
Apparel. The outer shell
is made of military grade
water repellent 100%
nylon and the warm
interlining is 100%
polyester fiber fill. The

5261 N-3B Cold Weather Parka.....................$129.95

Austrian Military
Winter Hat

This unique hat looks
great and is cozy warm.
When it comes to cold
Miliweather gear, the Austrian Mili
tary does not mess around. The
thick and comfortable quilted lining helps
trap the valuable heat from escaping your
head. Really this is several hats in one, it
can be worn in several different configurations
depending on the weather. The soft fleece fold
down flaps really do a nice job of keeping your
ears warm. Color: Olive Drab.
Size: Medium, Large, X-Large. Like New Condition.
5516 Austrian Winter Hat- Medium.......................$9.95

5516 Austrian Winter Hat- Large, X-Large.........$14.95

U.S. G.I. Nomex™ Balaclava
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Cover your head, ears, nose, chin,
neck and even your upper chest
and back with these “dickey” style
balaclavas. Made from layers of
wool and Nomex™, these U.S.
military issue crewman’s hoods
are smooth-fitting, which make
them excellent for layering underneath hoods and helmets. They
are also water and wind resistant,
and fire retardant. Heavyweight
elastic surrounds oval eye opening.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0425 U.S. G.I. Nomex™ Balaclava........$19.95

Some of the best cold
weather surplus clothing
comes from old world
Eastern Europe. They
really know how to
make clothing and
they do it well, as
evident with this
garment. You can
see it was skillfully
made to be warm and
durable. It appears to have been a
coat liner but we feel it works even better
as a jacket. It has a nice soft feel. The fill
is thick and surprisingly heavy which will
trap heat in and keep cold out. Features
full button front and elastic cuffs. Use it as a jacket, liner,
or both! Size: Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large.These
jackets are vintage 1960’s Czech Army issue.
Used, Good Condition.

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. Vietnam
M64 Style
Trousers

These trousers are a
fantastic reproduction of the first style
trousers issued to
US forces during the
Vietnam War. They
are super comfortable and built for
adventure. Featuring
2 side pockets, 2 large
leg pockets (one of
which has a small
inside pocket), and two
back pockets. There are also adjustable waist straps, leg
ties and drawstring leg ends. The tags are even exact
replicas of the original issue pants! 100% breathable but
strong cotton construction. Color: Olive Drab.
Size: Large, X-Large, XX-Large.
New Condition. Imported.
0281 U.S. G.I. Vietnam M64 Style Trousers.....$59.95

Dutch Military Wool Socks
The right pair of socks will make or
break your time in the bush. Wool
is a great insulator, will dry quickly
and has anti-bacterial properties. No
matter how warm your boots are, if you
have damp cotton socks you will end up
with cold feet. These socks are extra tall so you
won’t have to worry about them being shorter
than your tallest pair of boots. Sizes: Large
and X-Large (X-Large socks have orange
stripe at the top.) Unused Condition.

0783 Buy 2 Dutch Wool Socks for........................$9.95

Spanish Military
Commando Sweater

The neat, trim appearance of the
iconic Commando sweater cannot be beat. We found a super
deal on these sweaters direct
from the Spanish Military and
we are passing the savings
on to you. The quality materials and craftsmanship of
this sweater are second to
none. Made with the perfect
blend of
warm and soft
natural materials, 50%
cotton/50% wool. This
commando sweater
has all of the features
you expect from a great
commando sweater; shoulder and
elbow patches, left arm pen holders, and that slightly
fitted style. Elbow and shoulder patches ensure long
wear life. Color: Light Green. Size: Medium, Large,
X-Large, XX-Large. Unused Condition. Made in Spain.

0372 Spanish Military Commando Sweater.....
Sweater......$19.95

German Military
Rubber Overshoes

No need to worry about getting wet feet
with these German quality overboots.
Great for the barn, farm, workshop, and more. Slip these on
and keep your feet dry no matter what you are trudging through.
Featuring a full front zipper for
easy slip on/off and nonskid
outsole. These boots are made
to fit over most shoes. Order your
normal size and you can expect them to fit over your
shoes. The zippers may need a little wax to bring them
back to life. Used Good Condition. Made in Germany.

0898 German Overshoes - Size: 8, 9/10............$14.95
0898 German Overshoes - Size: 11, 12/13, 14..$19.95

German Military Woodland
BDU Shirt

German BDU and not patterned
in Flecktarn? This BDU shirt
was made for some special
purpose, perhaps for a unique
division of the German Army.
The tag confirms that it is
indeed German Military.
The woodland pattern is a
bit unique and the shirt is
very well made. Featuring a
comfortable blend of 65% cotton
and 35% polyester. Traditional
button front with two buttoned
chest pockets and button wrist.
Size: Large. Unused Condition.
Made in Germany.
0371 German Military Woodland BDU Shirt.........$14.95

British Military
Windproof Parka

It’s windproof and not bulky.
These parkas are cut to fit more loosely over
layers of clothing. Features four large
expanding front pockets with
loose fitting
tting large button closures which makes it easier
to button with gloved
hands. One small pocket
on the sleeve with hook
and loop closure. Heavy
duty front zipper
overlapped with a hook
and loop closure to assure you the wind will
not pass through the zipper.
Waist adjuster drawstring and a
bottom hem drawstring. Hood is equipped
with wire stiffener and can be held down with the attached
button & loop fastener. Woodland DPM pattern.
May or may not have Air Force Badges.
Genuine European Military Surplus.
Large (42”- 45” chest), Extra Large (46” – 49” chest)
Double Extra Large (50” – 53” chest)
Grade 1: Like New/Unused Condition.
Grade 2: Used Nice Condition.
Grade 3: Used Hard Condition. May have hoods missing,
buttons missing, or drawstrings missing.
5206 British Waterproof Parka Grade 1..............$59.95
...
5206 British Waterproof Parka Grade 2..............$39.95
5206 British Waterproof Parka Grade 3..............$19.95

1-888-478-7758
German Military
Commando Sweater

If there is one
piece of Military
Surplus clothing that
is a must own, it is
the German Military
Commando
Sweater. This
heavy weight
sweater looks
great and is wisely
constructed. Some
unique features of
this sweater are the
reinforced shoulders and elbows, cinches at
the base, and front chest pocket. It also has
the German flag insignia on each shoulder.
Expertly designed to taper at the base to
hug your body and lock in body heat. Constructed with the perfect cotton/polyester
blend material for comfort. Unused condition. Some have
minor spots on shoulder material from long term storage
but will clean off nicely. Limited Quantities. Made in
Germany. Size: Medium, Large and X-Large.Editor’s
Note: This is a very rare article of Military Surplus clothing, especially in Unused Condition with
good sizes being offered.
0370 German Commando Sweater..........$59.95 6

U.S. G.I. ECWS Gen III
Fleece Jacket

When it comes to cold weather clothing,
the U.S. Military does it best. This latest
eece jacket is
generation fleece
lightweight yet warm.
Primarily designed to be
the insulation layer
under a heavy coat.
Also approved to be
worn as an outer
garment. The
special design of
this jacket enables
air pockets that
trap and retain
body heat. As with all military
clothing, this jacket is loaded with all of the necessary
features for our warfighters such as quick drying material,
reinforced elbows and highly breathable construction.
Perfect for winter and spring alike. 100% virgin filament
polyester. These jackets are available in a Used Nice or
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5237 Fleece Jacket, Used, Med, Med-Long.........$19.95
5237 Fleece Jacket, Used, Lg, Lg-Long, X-Lg.....$29.95

5247 Fleece Jacket, Unused, Med-Long..............$39.95
5247 Fleece Jacket, Unused, Lg or X-Lg-Long....$49.95

U.S. G.I. All American Crew
Neck T-Shirt, 4 Pack

Wow! What a deal. This comfortable
T-Shirt is made of soft
100% combed cotton.
It is an ideal under
shirt, lounge shirt
or work tee. This
is one of those shirts
that is very well made,
quite comfortable, and
durable. We only have
size XXL available right
now, but don’t let that
keep you away if it isn’t
your size. It would make a great shirt to lounge around the
house in, even if it is a tad big. Color: Navy Blue.
Size: XXL. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0369 Buy 4 U.S. G.I. Crew Neck T-Shirts for.....$14.95

NATO Military Woodland Cold
Weather Gloves
These gloves have a
thick/soft fleece lining that really
helps to keep your hands warm. The
water resistant outer nylon coating is
patterned in a unique woodland
pattern. Thick leather palm and
fingers enables you to grip things.
These gloves also feature an extra-long
adjustable cuff to keep your wrists warm.
These are an excellent military glove at a
fantastic price. Size: Large/X-Large.
Unused Condition.
7 0569 NATO Cold Weather Gloves.............$8.95

German Navy Waterproof
Work Coat

If there was only one word to
describe this coat, that
word is rugged. This
tough cloak was
made for use in
extreme maritime
conditions for the
German Sailors.
Not only is this coat
waterproof, it also
features a blended
outer shell of fire
resistant aramid and
antistatic fibers. Each
coat includes a warm
polyester liner. There are 4 large zippered
chest/hip pockets and one inside buttoned
pocket. There is a stripe of high vis yellow
plastic sewn on the arms and collar. Color: Navy/Black.
Used condition. Most have some degree of soilage from
their previous tour of duty. We believe in most cases they
can be cleaned up at home.
Size: Medium, Large, X-large, XX-large.
Made in Germany.

5257 German Navy Waterproof Work Coat.......$99.95

U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Weather System Gen III
Waterproof Pants

This ECWS (Extreme Cold Weather System) pant is an
advanced trouser design
combined with state of the
art materials that allow you
to comfortably operate in
the most extreme cold conditions. Engineered to be
virtually moisture
impermeable, windproof,
breathable and long lasting.
These pants are designed
to be the outer most layer of
your cold weather
clothing. The PrimaLoft®
Sport Thermal bonded highloft insulation is light weight
and seriously warm. They
are designed to be worn
over top of your other layers of
clothing. Featuring full length side zippers,
reinforced knees, zippered fly, and elastic
waist. Color: Urban Gray.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We sorted these trousers into two grades.
Please read the description of the grades below.
Grade 1: Unused. May or may not be in original
manufacturers packaging.
Size: Medium and Large available.
Grade 2: Used. Good Serviceable Condition.
Sizes: Medium and Large available.
0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 1................$39.95
0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 2, Medium.$24.95
0270 U.S. Waterproof Pants Grade 2, Large.....$29.95

U.S. G.I. Thermal
Wool Socks

High quality, made in America
socks are very hard to find.
These would pair perfectly with our
Extreme Cold Temperature Mickey
boots, or any boot. Wool is a great
insulator, will dry quickly and has
anti-bacterial properties. 75% wool
blended with 25% cotton for comfort.
Sizes available: 10, 11, 12 & 14.
Grade 1: Like New/Unused Condition.
Grade 2: Used Condition. Laundered.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0879 Thermal Wool Socks, Grade 1.......$12.95/pair
0879 Thermal Wool Socks, Grade 2........$4.95/pair

Boonie Hat

Can be rolled up, stuck in a
backpack or pocket. Features a
2 1/2” brim, nylon adjustable chin
strap and mesh grommet vents
to keep you cool! Hats may
be machine-washed and dried. Colors:
Woodland, Olive, or Black. Size: 7 small, 7 1/4
medium, 7 1/2 large, or 7 3/4 x-large. New/Unused.
0607 G.I. Style Boonie Hat................................$12.95

Czech Military M95
Field Parka

This parka will wear
like iron for years.
Featuring a
comfortable yet
strong 50/50 blend
of cotton and
polyester. This
vintage Czech
camo pattern
is unique and
looks good in
or out of the
field. Inside drawstring
can be tightened to
keep the cool draft out.
Drawstring hood stows
neatly in the collar.
Reinforced elbows for added durability. Two double button
breast pockets and two double button hip pockets. As a
bonus, there is a large right rear pocket for extra storage.
Liner not included.
We sorted and graded these Parkas
in two Used Conditions. Please read the
description of the grades below.
Grade 1: Like New Condition. Sizes: Large, X-Large,
XX-Large
Grade 2: Used, Good Condition, previously issued in
working order. Sizes: Large, X-Large, XX-Large.
Grade 3: Used Condition. May be missing buttons,
broken zipper or tears. Sizes: Large, X-large, XX-Large.

5246 Czech Military M95 Field Parka Grade 1.....$29.95
5246 Czech Military M95 Field Parka Grade 2.....$19.95
5246 Czech Military M95 Field Parka Grade 3.......$9.95

U.S. G.I. USAF Vintage B-9B
Cold Weather Hat

This iconic vintage hat is the best of
both worlds- warm and fashionable.
Tested in the field for decades by
USAF crewmen around the globe.
Water resistant nylon main body.
Faux wool lining will keep you toasty
warm in cold weather. The comfortable
chin strap with snap buttons keeps
this lid in place. If you get too warm, you can
put the ear flaps up. Some of these hats are
dated back to the 1980s. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Grade 1: New in packaging. Sizes: Medium, Large and
X-Large available.
Grade 2: Like new condition, may or may not have been
used. No packaging. Sizes: Large and X-Large available.
Grade 3: Used condition. Will show signs of use.
Sizes: Medium, Large and X-Large available.
5313 U.S.G.I USAF Vintage B-9B Hat Grade 1...$24.95
5313 U.S.G.I USAF Vintage B-9B Hat Grade 2...$17.95
5313 U.S.G.I USAF Vintage B-9B Hat Grade 3......$9.95

German Military
Cold Weather Drawers

You have to appreciate a good
cozy base layer. These super soft
“long johns” will keep you nice and
toasty in the field or at home. The
inner lining is a deluxe soft cotton,
almost like a terry cloth material,
which helps trap heat and is quite
comfortable against the skin. The
elastic padded waist is thick and
forgiving. I especially like the long
elastic ankle portion, it fits snug
and keeps the draft
out. Made to strict
German Military
quality and craftsmanship standards.
Size Large/XL. German size “5”. Color: Olive Drab.
Unused Condition. Made in Germany.

0484 Buy 2 pair of Cold Weather Drawers for...$14.95

Italian Military
Canvas Gaiters

You can’t find
old world quality like this in a
gaiter. These
thick heavyweight
canvas gaiters will
protect your lower legs and
boots from briars, brambles, and
crusty snow. Featuring metal lacers, web boot
strap, and elastic top cuff. The Model 68 gaiter
was used for many years in the Italian service. Most of our
new old surplus stock appears to be from the 1980s. With
proper care you can expect a lifetime of use out of these
quality gaiters. Olive drab main body.
Unused Condition. Made in Italy.
0896 Italian Military Canvas Gaiters..........$17.95 8

German Military
F1 Tricot
Shirt, 4 Pack

This German issue shirt
makes a perfect base
layer for underneath
heavier clothing. It is
also very comfortable
and looks great when
worn by itself. Made
of soft 100% cotton,
this shirt has a very
comfortable “broken in” feel. The German
Military made this quality shirt to be very robust
so you know it will stand the test of time.
The quarter zip at the neck gives you the
option of sporting the traditional collar or
turtleneck. We are so confident that you will
love this shirt, that we think everyone should
have two. Slim cut. Original Olive. Size: Small, Medium,
Large or X-Large. Used, Good Condition.

0358 Buy 4 Small Fl Tricot Shirts for.....................$6.95
0358 Buy 4 Medium Fl Tricot Shirts for.................$9.95

0358 Buy 4 Lg or X-Lg Fl Tricot Shirts for ............$9.95

Italian Military
Base Layer Shirt

Sometimes you just need that extra bit of
protection from the elements. This
long john shirt will most certainly
fit the bill on a budget. Made
with a wise combination of
51% wool, 10% poly and 39%
cotton this soft, yet sturdy
shirt might make the difference
between cold and
a little too cold on
your next outdoor
adventure. This
is a fantastic shirt
to lounge around
the house as well. Cuffed sleeves
keep in the warmth. Color: Natural.
Size: Medium, Large or X-Large. Unused Condition.
0480 Italian Military Base Layer Shirt..................$12.95

Italian Military Waterproof
Combat Boots

These hand-crafted boots are worn by the most elite units
in the Italian Military. All leather, waterproof construction
makes this quality boot ideal for any condition. Well suited
for law enforcement, first responders, motorcyclists, and
more. These boots also
feature speed lacing and a
strong composite reinforced
toe. These are the type of
boots that you can get
repaired, not throw away when they
need some mending. Note the
four shoe screws on the
front sole, you know these
boots were made for
serious action. Size: 11R, 12R, 14R.Unused Condition.
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0884 Italian Waterproof Combat Boots.......$79.95

Italian Military Leather
Jackboot with
Wool Lining

These boots are truly a unique
and remarkable piece of footwear.
Jackboots like this have been the
choice of elite mounted military units
for many years. In the civilian world,
these boots are impressive
motorcycle riding boots or
out on the town as fashion
wear. Real sheepskin lining
through the entire leg will keep you
toasty warm during cold weather.
Constructed of high quality, genuine leather.
Heavy duty all metal hardware completes this
package. Top metal clasps allow to adjust calf
circumference. Made by the old world boot company
CIAK. You will not find boots of this quality for this price
anywhere in the world. If taken care of properly, they
will last a lifetime. Unused/New in box. Brown and Black
leather available. Sizes: US Men’s Sizes: 10 or 11.
0882 Italian Jackboot with Wool Lining...........$119.95

U.S. G.I. POLARTEC®
Cold Weather Bibs

Made of the same material as your
favorite Polartec© jacket, now
available in pants! These
durable bottoms are soft,
warm, breathable, quick
drying, and even machine
washable. They can be worn
both under or over most
clothing. One zipper is
down the middle front, also
left and right sides have full
length zippers that can be
opened from the top and
bottom at the same time.
Two inch elastic
adjustable straps with
quick connect buckles
hold everything in place. Color: Black. Unused Condition.
P.S. If you plan to wear them as an undergarment who
cares if they are a little short!! MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0236 U.S. Bibs, Medium: Regular, Short or Long..$9.95
0236 U.S. Bibs, Large-Short or X-Large-Long....$14.95

Swiss Military Balaclava

Designed to trap pockets of heat, the unique
waffle style texture puts this
balaclava ahead of the rest. A
balaclava face mask is one of
the most important pieces
of cold weather clothing
you can own. Featuring strong Swiss quality
stitching and the prefect
blend of wool and
cotton. Wear it by itself or
under your helmet. One size fits most.
Color: Gray. Unused Condition.
5316 Buy 2 Swiss Military Balaclavas for..............$9.95

Czech Military M98 Parka
with Liner

U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Weather N-1B Mukluk Boots

5264 M98 Parka + Liner- Medium.......................$24.95

0889 N-1B Mukluk Boots, Grade 1.......................$49.95

It’s not often that we find a
Military Parka that is nice
enough for casual
occasions yet also
ready for a hard day’s
work. This classic
Military Parka wears
like iron and looks
great. Featuring a
tough cotton/poly-ester outer shell,
warm quilted
lining, two hand pockets
and one inside pocket.
Zipper front with button storm flap. This is
very durable parka that was carefully made
with high quality materials. Color: Dark Olive.
Size: Medium, Large, X-Large,
XX-Large, XXX-Large. Used, Good Condition.

5264 M98 Parka + Liner- Large, XLarge.............$29.95
5264 M98 Parka + Liner- XXLarge, XXXLarge...$29.95

German Military
Greatcoat

This coat may look
modest but I can assure
you it is tough as nails.
The outer coat shell is
a chill blocking thick
wool & polyester blend.
The warm flannel lining
has a good-looking
checkered pattern. This zip in
liner can be removed if you
choose. Two standard front
pockets. Double breasted
front is secured with robust
buttons. This is a very
impressive coat that if cared for will serve its
owner well for many years. Color: Gray.
Size: Large, X-Large, XX-Large.
Used, Nice Condition. Made in Germany.

5262 German Miltiary Greatcoat.......................$29.95

High Visibility Quality
Work Gloves

We found a big closeout deal of
these high-quality leather palm
safety gloves and we are passing on the savings to you! Ideal
for warehouse work, road crews,
or anyone that wants a tough work
glove. Real leather palms and fingers.
Hi-viz orange with 2 very bright yellow reflective stripes.
Our warehousemen are currently using them and have
given them their hard-earned seal of approval!
Styles may vary slightly. Size: Extra Large. New

0369 Buy 2 Pair of High Visibility Gloves for......$12.95

Designed for extreme cold and snow
conditions, these tried and true boots
are the perfect addition to your winter
outerwear collection. The upper
portion of these boots are constructed
of a tough cotton canvas. The thick
rubber soles are slip resistant and
very durable. The thick insulated
soles are comfortable and
warm. These boots pair
perfectly and are designed to
be used with our U.S. G.I. Extreme
Cold Weather Boot Liners. Genuine
Military Mukluks like this are rare in the surplus
world. Only available in size Large.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We sorted these boots into two grades.
Grade 1: Unused
Grade 2: Used Good Condition

0889 N-1B Mukluk Boots, Grade 2.......................$29.95

U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Temperature Boot Liner

Superior cold weather
protection for your feet.
Designed to fit into many
different Pac or Mukluk
style cold weather boots. This
specific Thermatuf II liner was made
for a Baffin brand boot. Could also
be used just to keep your feet
warm in your sleeping bag or
under the covers. Engineered to perform
in the harshest of conditions with special features like
moisture wicking liner, heat-reflective vaporized aluminum
exterior, foam insulation made of quick drying material.
Size: 10, 11, 12. Grade 1: Like New Condition
0887 Arctic Boot Liner, GRADE 1.......................$19.95

French Military
F2 Field Pants

A perfect three
season field pant
for hiking, hunting,
and more. As an
added bonus, these
quality field pants
are pretreated
with a water resistant agent.
Patterned in the very popular
current issue woodland French
Military CCE camouflage.
These pants feature regular
size belt loops, two large cargo
pockets with snap closure, two front slash pockets, zippered fly, and reinforced knees. Elastic ankle cuff helps
keep the ticks and chiggers off your skin. Soft Cotton/Polyester blend material. Unused Condition. We converted the
French waist size (in parenthesis) to the US sizes.
Large (104), X-Large (108), XX-Large (112)
0280 French Military F2 Field Pants.......$24.95
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U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Temperature Boots

The original, hard-to-find genuine U.S. G.I.
“Mickey” boots. Get these
boots in Unused Condition at an
amazing price! Field tested and proven
to keep your feet toasty in temperatures
as low as -20º F. The
multiple layers of
wool felt provide an
insulation to
protect your
feet in

subzero temperatures and the
waterproof rubber exterior keeps your
feet dry and warm. Bought straight from
the government, we eliminate the middle-man and can
keep our prices low. Just knowing these boots are made
to meet U.S. Government specs you will feel confident
your feet will be warm! Perfect for hunting, snowmobiling,
ice fishing and just about any other activity where cold and
moisture are a factor. Adult and children sizes available.
Sizes tend to run about one size large. Available in whole
sizes only. All of these boots are made to the same military specifications by a number of US Military contractors.
You simply can’t find a better pair of cold weather boots
anywhere near the cost of these boots, if at all.
Unused/Unissued Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Black - With Valve - Unused Condition

0801 Size: 6N, 6XN, 6W, 6XW.............................$29.95
0801 Size: 7N, 7W, 8N, 9N..................................$29.95
0801 Size: 11N,11XN,13N...................................$29.95
0801 Size: 5R, 7R, 8R, 8W..............................….$39.95
0801 Size: 9R, 9W...........................................….$69.95
0801 Size: 10R, 10W.......................................….$79.95
0801 Size: 11R, 12R..........................................$119.95
White - With Valve - Unused Condition

0819 Size: 3R, 3N, 5W, 7XW, 13XN.....................$29.95
0819 Size: 4R, 4W................................................$39.95
0819 Size: 8R........................................................$49.95
0819 Size: 11N.................................................….$59.95
0819 Size: 6R...................................................….$69.95
0819 Size: 7W..................................................….$79.95
0819 Size: 8W, 12N, 13N......................................$89.95
0819 Size: 9R, 9W, 10R, 13W, 14R......................$99.95
0819 Size: 10W, 13R..........................................$119.95
0819 Size: 11R, 12R..........................................$129.95

Italian Military
Wool Socks

Perfectly blended with 80%
wool and 20% acrylic. Just
the right thickness, this is a
very versatile wool sock that
is suitable to wear year-round.
Generously sized and will sit calf height.
You can never have enough good quality socks.
Color: Olive Drab. Sizes: Large & X-large.
Unused Condition. Made in Italy.

11 0483

Buy 4 Pair Italian Wool Socks For...$14.95

U.S. G.I. Extreme Cold
Temperature Boots, Used

The same performance of unused boots at a fraction of
the price. These boots may be used but will have 80 to
100% of the tread. The laces will be in good condition and
the boots will have no holes or patches. May have slight
discoloration or superficial surface cracks due to long
term storage, this will not inhibit performance of the boot.
Used Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Black - With Valve - Used/Weathered Condition

0832 Size: 5R, 5N, 9N, 11N, 11XN.......................$19.95
0832 Size: 6R, 6W, 7R, 7W, 13N..........................$29.95
0832 Size: 8W.......................................................$39.95
0832 Size: 8R, 9R, 9W, 10W............................….$49.95
0832 Size: 10R.................................................….$59.95
0832 Size: 11W................................................….$69.95
0801 Size: 11R, 12R.............................................$79.95
White - With Valve - Used/Weathered Condition

0851 Size: 3N, 4N, 7R, 8R, 12XW........................$59.95
0851 Size: 9R........................................................$69.95
0851 Size: 10R, 13R.............................................$79.95
0851 Size: 11R, 11W, 12R...............................….$89.95

U.S. G.I. Extreme
Cold Temperature Boots,
No Valve

These unissued boots are offered at a
great price for those looking for an even
better deal on the hard-to-find genuine Mil
Military issue “Mickey” boots. These boots
are older stock and do not have
a valve. They were made primarily for ground troops. The
valve was ONLY designed
to equalize pressure in the boot if
you were wearing these boots at high
altitudes or airborne. Contrary to popular
belief, this is a better boot because moisture cannot get
into the boot through the open valve and compromise the
multiple layers of wool felt insulation. Perfect for hunting,
snowmobiling, ice fishing and just about any other cold
weather activity. Sizes tend to run about one size large.
Boots are not returnable. Unused/Unissued Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Black - No Valve - Unused Condition

0818 Size: 6R, 7W, 8N, 8W, 10R, 10N.................$29.95

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. Wool Boot Liners
Cold weather boot
liners for your military boots or other
footwear are priced to sell at Coleman’s!
Keep your feet warm with these extreme
cold weather boot liners. Available in
size small (5-7), medium (8-10),
and large (11-13).
100% wool. Color: Cream.
Sold by the pair.
Grade 1: Unused Condition.
Grade 2: Used Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

0866 G.I. Boot Liners, Grade 1, Size S, M, L......$14.95
0866 G.I. Boot Liners, Grade 2, Size M, L.............$6.95

U.S.A. Reversible Poncho
Not all ponchos are created equal!
We are proud to bring you this
all new rip-stop nylon poncho.
This tough-as-nails cloak is
made of U.S. G.I. fabric,
manufactured right here
in the USA. This
poncho has the ACU
pattern outside and
a tan color inside,
making it reversible. Utilizing
the snaps and
grommets, this
poncho can also be used
with another to make a
shelter, or use it as a dry
ground cover. Everyone
needs one
in their camping gear!
Attached hood. Approximately 54’’ wide and 41 ½’’
tall. One size fits most. New Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5224 U.S.A. Reversible Poncho...........................$49.95

U.S. G.I.
Poncho
Liner

On a wet, damp, rainy
day, when your poncho just
won’t do, add a little warmth with
a liner. These liners can also double as a
sleeping bag or blanket. Measures 88” x
62”. Available in Unused or Used
Condition. Choose either Woodland Camo,
ACU or Marpat Camo. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

0179 Poncho Liner, Unused..............................$49.95
0187 Poncho Liner, Used..................................$29.95

German Winter
Camouflage
age
Poncho

To be a successful hunter,
it is crucial to have good
camouflage. This
genuine German
military issue
poncho will conceal
you when hunting in
the snow. Poncho is a
white cotton material
with pine camo spots.
This poncho is designed
big to fit over your warm/
waterproof clothing. It
could also double as a
hunting blind around your tree stand. You could even
apply your own waterproofing solution to make the poncho
waterproof. One size fits most.
5225 German Winter Camouflage Poncho.........$19.95

German Police Windproof,
Waterproof Raincoat

Durable, waterproof, windproof, and
breathable. If you want to stay
dry, this coat is for you. The
best protection you can ask for
from the elements is
engineered into this coat.
The double breasted button
design keeps the elements
out. Features include one
right hand pass through
pocket, one left hand
pocket, one inside
pocket and one special flashlight style
pocket. This coat is
nice and long which
helps to keep your
legs and feet dry as
well. Color: Green. Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X-Large.
Made in Germany. Used, Good Condition.

5260 German Waterproof Raincoat.....................$24.95

French Military
Waterproof Rain Coat

This coat will keep you dry on the dampest
of days. Military grade superior wet weather
protection means this coat is waterproof,
breathable, and windproof.
Durable 3 layer
laminate taped seam
construction. Featuring
robust 2-way zipper with
cover strip, 2 zippered
chest pockets,
2 zippered hand
pockets, pit-zip
vents and
drawstring waist.
Other features
include adjustable sleeves
and adrawstring hood
integrated into the collar. A similar
civilian jacket will be nowhere close to this quality and
cost at least twice as much. Woodland Pattern.
Size: Large, X-Large or XX-Large. Unused Condition.

5236 French Military Waterproof Rain Coat........$69.95

To Place An Order
1-888-478-7758
Swedish
Military Ice
Crampons

The way the weather has been
lately, it seems that no matter what state you
live in everyone should have a pair of these Ice
Crampons. Adjustable steel shaft with ⅝”
spikes. Crampons stay in place with adjustable
nylon straps and metal buckles. Unused Condition.

0867 Buy 2 sets of Crampons for.......................$19.95

Swiss Military Leather
Waterproof Combat Boots

These Swiss quality leather boots are made for serious
action. No matter what ugly conditions Mother Nature
throws your way, you will feel confident knowing these
thick leather boots will
keep your feet dry.
Perfect for hunting, camping,
backpacking, security or law
enforcement. Thick
rubberized outsole with good
traction. The Swiss Military has some
of the best field equipment in the world.
Surplus tip: Clean the leather with hot soapy
water and renew with leather conditioner and
a shoe shine and you will have a
fantastic pair of boots. Sizes: 8R, 9R, 10R.
Made in Switzerland. Used, Good Condition.
0893 Leather Waterproof Combat Boots...........$39.95

Austrian Military
Winter Trousers

Austrian Military
clothing has
consistently been
crafted with high
quality materials
and manufactured
to exceptional quality standards. These useful trousers
will become your new cold
weather best friend. Featur-ing a warm and soft quilted
lining, elastic suspenders,
elastic waistband, buttoned
cargo pockets and one side
pocket that allows access
to base layer clothing.
These trousers have plenty
of buttons and tightening tabs that are adjustable
to customize your fit. Some may be missing a button, but
that is part of the surplus charm. Sew on another button
from your button collection and you are good to go.
Size: Medium, Large, X-Large. Used, Good Condition.

0231 Austrian Winter Trousers, Size M or L......$24.95

0231 Austrian Winter Trousers, Size XL............$29.95

Swedish Military
Ribbed Knit
Thermal Drawers

With the cold climate in
Sweden, you can bet they issue a
quality base layer to their
troops. Many people
think thermal underwear
like this are just for
hunting but I must admit I
wear Long Johns like this
all winter long, even to the
CMS office. The ribbed style of these drawers helps to
trap heat to keep you warm. Elastic waist and ankles.
100% Cotton. Sizes: Large or X-Large. Unused Condition.
13 0477 Buy 2 Swedish Drawers for...............$12.95

G.I. Magnesium Snowshoes

Why drudge through snow
when you can walk with ease
on top of it? Snowshoes are
made of a lightweight yet
indestructible magnesium
frame which has a stainless
steel, rubber-coated wire
rope interior that is made to
last for years! White in color
to blend in with the snow.
Snowshoes measure: 12 1/2” x
47 1/2”. Unused Condition.

SPECIAL
Includes: (1) pair
of G.I. Snowshoes &
(1) pair of U.S. G.I.
Universal Bindings

0812 Snowshoes & Bindings..........................
..........................$39.95/set

U.S. G. I.
Universal
Bindings

1” wide nylon strap bindings with
quick release buckles and 3 point
attachment. Heavy-duty Fits most
snowshoes. Color: Natural. Unused. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0816 Buy 2 pair of U.S. G.I. Bindings..........$9.95/2 pr.

G.I. Intermediate
Cold/Wet Leather
Gloves

These U.S. G.I. Gloves are
the real deal. These gloves
are made to wear with or without
a liner. They are made to resist
wet conditions for short periods.
They feature a full leather outer shell, a
double knit cuff, microfiber insulation, and
adjustable wrist straps. Color: Black. Size:
Sm., Med., Lg., X-Lg. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

0518 G.I. Cold/Wet Leather Gloves...................$19.95

To Place An Order
1-888-478-7758
Dutch Military
Wool Wrist Warmer

The perfect cold weather accessory. Perfect
at work or home when you want to keep your
hands warm and your fingers uncovered.
Expertly designed to be toasty
warm without being too bulky.
These are made to be worn
over the back of the hands as
pictured. Layer them under extreme cold
temperature gloves for the ultimate in cold
weather comfort. Sizes can vary but because
they are knit, they stretch and fit most size hands. Color:
Olive Drab. Made of 100% wool. Made in the Netherlands.
0570 Buy 2 pair of Wool Wrist Warmers for........$12.95

Italian Military Jeep Cap

A true classic, this warm wool
hat looks great and keeps
the chill off. The unique and
stylish short brim of this lid sets it apart
from most other watch caps. Made of a
soft wool and polyester
blend. The quality of the
material and stitching is
supreme. This hat will
last you many seasons.
However, I would order a few because
your friends or family may “borrow” your hat when they
see just how nice it is. Channel your own inner Radar!
Color: Olive Drab. Unused Condition. Made in Italy.
5515 Italian Military Jeep Cap.............................$12.95

U.S. G.I. X-Static
Cushion Sole
Socks

This is the ideal all season sock. Perfectly blended with 82.5% cotton, 10% nylon,
5% spandex, and 2.5% anti-static
(metallic) fibers. The specially
engineered X-Static
fibers help to fight odor and
bacteria. Padded cushion sole
provides extra support. Machine
wash warm tumble dry cool. Color: Olive
Drab. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A
0482 Buy 6 pairs of G.I. X-Static socks for.........$14.95

U.S. G.I. Cold
Weather Gloves

These Government
Issue trigger-finger
ger cold
weather gloves are made of 50%
cotton/50% nylon upper with a soft
leather palm. Cuffs cover most of
your forearm. INCLUDED IS A PAIR
OF WOOL LINERS
LINERS, which can also
be worn alone. Olive Drab gauntlets.
Medium or Large. Unused/Unissued.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
0503 U.S. G. I. Cold Weather Gloves.................$14.95

Italian Military
Mountain Snow Boot

Exclusively designed for the elite Italian
Military Mountain Troops. These boots are
a must have for snow removal, winter
trekking, snowmobiling and more.
Featuring durable nylon uppers,
thick rubbersoles, soft inner lining,
and cinch tie tops to keep out cold
and snow. These boots are
surprisingly comfortable and
flexible. If you are looking for a
great pair of winter boots, your
search is over! Pairs perfectly with our
Extreme Cold Weather Boot Liner. Color may vary from
off white to pure white. Men’s Sizes: Medium (8 – 9),
X-Large (11 – 12). Made in Italy.

0897 Italian Military Mountain Snow Boot.........$49.95

French Military
Super Soft Pullover

If you never bought
military surplus clothing,
I recommend you start with this
article because I am sure you
will be hooked on surplus for
life. We are not sure what
the manufacturer did when
they made this pullover
but I have never put my
hands on such soft fleece.
This quarter zip shirt is
very versatile. Wear it as
an excellent cold blocking
base layer or simply as casual outerwear. Pro surplus tip: Order more than one
because chances are someone at home is
going to steal it out of your laundry basket!
Color: CCE Camo. 100% polyester.
Sizes: Large, Extra Large.
Unused Condition. Made in France.
0373 French Military Super Soft Pullover........$24.95

Polar Insulated
Waterproof Work
Gloves

None of us really enjoy
working outside in the cold
weather, especially when
your hands are cold. We
bought a close out deal of
these very nice work gloves and we are
passing the savings on to you! Winter
can get pretty harsh here in Pennsylvania
and these gloves have been tested and
approved by Coleman’s outdoor workforce.
These gloves are insulated with 40 grams
of Thinsulate™ lining, waterproof, and have a
soft knitted safety cuff. Built to be durable.
Colors: Red/Blue or Yellow/Black. Size Large.
New Condition. Imported.

0562 Polar Work Gloves.....................................$14.95

British Government
Security Boot

The key word with this pair of
boots is value. You will not
find a higher quality boot for
a lower price, plus they look
great. Specially designed with
a unique oil and slip resistant tread.
These comfortable boots are great for
warehouse work, custodial work, walking,
security companies, and much more. Featuring cushioned ankle support, durable
water resistant leather upper, easy lacing
system, and breathable window. Color:
Black. Made in China for the British Government and the
quality is outstanding. Unused in Box.
Sizes: 9R, 10R, 10.5R, 11R, 11.5R, 12R, 12.5R. All sizes
converted to US Men’s Regular Width.
0894 British Security Boot......................$39.95 14

U.S. G.I. MOLLE II Large
Rucksack
With
Frame

A good pack is
the most
essential part of
your camping,
hiking or survival gear.
This large high quality
pack is current U.S.
Military issue and was
specifically engineered
and built to serve the
best military on the
planet. This pack has a
huge main compartment
and big bottom
compartment with its own
zippered access. The
bottom compartment is
designed to hold your ACU Digital
Modular Sleep System(CMS Item# 4479),
while the top is designed for your other
gear. Complete with durable polymer
frame, waist belt, padded shoulder straps,
and two sustainment pouches on the side. With
the MOLLE system, this pack is completely customizable
for more or less storage. Add or remove ACU digital
accessories for a custom set up just for you. This is a
very nice pack that could serve many uses in or out of the
field. Approximately 24’’ tall. May have soldiers name
written on the pack, or dirt from a tour of duty. Latches
and zippers are all in working order. Used Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4988 MOLLE II Large Rucksack W/Frame...................$69.95
“I purchased the ACU Molle II pack to replace my
old duty bag that has lasted me for many years.
I had some reservations at first because of the
“Price” but was Very Pleased with the condition
(It looks like New) and overall presentation of
this product. This bag is amazing and has plenty
or room for whatever you need. It is perfect for
Camping, Hiking or a Great Bug-Out-Bag. I would
definitely recommend this item to anyone.”

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. Waist/Butt Pack

Keep your hands free. This U.S. G.I. Pack
has one large main compartment. Can be
attached to a pistol belt or worn
around the waist. Made of
rubberized nylon,
with a grommet
drain hole, full
length zipper, 2”
wide waist belt
with quick connect
closure. Choose: 3 Color Desert or Woodland Pattern.
Please Specify. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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3743 U.S. G.I. Waist/Butt Pack .............$14.95

U.S. G.I. APB03
Assault Pack

This day pack is a component
of the ILBE Main Pack. Made
of 100% nylon this MARPAT
(short for MARine PATtern) is
the current issue pattern of the
US Marine Corps. Equipped
with adjustable padded shoulder
straps,
adjustable
hip belt and
padded back, this packs
comfort level is high.
Measures 19” x 12” x
approx. 10”. You can
also broaden your load using the
external pouch straps to securely
attach various size pouches to fit
your needs. NSN: 8465-01-5158615. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4922 U.S. G.I. Assault Pack - Used............................$59.95

4935 U.S. G.I. Assault Pack - Unused........................$99.95

U.S. G.I. Flyers Bag

Authentic Military Issue. Large flyers bags
are perfect for carrying camping gear or
packing for a week long trip! Measures 23
1/2” x 13” x 19”. Zips closed with
snapping cover flap.. The straps are
made with a heavy
duty nylon webbing.
The unused bags are
sturdy nylon material
that makes it extra
tough for every
situation. The used are
a heavy-duty cotton
canvas. Used bags may
have some markings from
previous users. Originally used by the
U.S. Air Force. Color: Sage Green. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3745 U.S. G.I. Flyers Kit Bag Used......................$19.95
3747 U.S. G.I. Flyers Kit Bag Unused..................$39.95

German Military
Pilots Bag, Used

Keep packing! This
authentic German
Pilot’s Bag is BIG!
Measuring 24” x 18”
x 12” and made of
nylon with a water
resistant vinyl
backing. This will
become your favorite
grab and go luggage.
If the size and material didn’t convince you yet, how about
the semi-solid bottom with six metal feet, or the extra long
zipper for ease of packing, sturdy reinforced shoulder
strap, and grab handles. This bag is the real deal, and
made to take the abuse. May have markings from previous
owners. Color: Olive Drab. Used Nice Condition.
4946 German Military Pilot’s Bag, Used......................$19.95

NATO Military Woodland
Rucksack

Inspired and designed after one of
the best combat
backpacks ever
made, the medium
ALICE pack. This
backpack is very
well made of durable
nylon, maybe even more
durable than the U.S. ALICE
pack. Traditional ALICE
attachment points come
installed on this backpack.
Ideal camping or bug out bag.
Because the adjustable shoulder
straps are included, this backpack can be used
comfortably with or without a frame. One large main compartment, about 40 liter capacity, and five outer pockets.
This is a fantastic value for a solid backpack in a great
pattern. Woodland Camo. We sorted these packs into two
grades. Please read the description of the grades below.
Make your grade selection.
Grade 2: Used Good Condition
Grade 3: Used Hard. May have damaged such as a
missing grommet, rubber liner deteriorating, damaged
snaps, or missing draw string.
5466 NATO Military Rucksack..Grade 2............$44.95
5466 NATO Military Rucksack..Grade 3............$29.95

U.S. G.I. MOLLE II
Medium Rucksack with
Frame

The official US Military issued
MOLLE II Medium Rucksack
Backpack is one of the
most desirable current issue
packs. Made of durable
water resistant nylon
cordura. It features
adjustable shoulder straps
and waist belt, heavy duty
zippers, main compartment
with two internal pouches,
and two outer large pockets
with internal pouches. In
addition, there are three different
hydration tube exit holes. This backpack is
great for hunting, camping, or survival gear.
Make no mistake, this is an excellent pack
and considered by many as one of the best
backpacks ever produced. It has a 49 liter capacity and
can hold up to 60 pounds which makes it perfect for many
missions. Some packs will say U.S.,
others may not due to different manufacturers.
Weighs approximately 5 lbs. Color: ACU Digital.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
We sorted these packs into two grades. Please read the
description of the grades below.
Grade 1: New to Like New Condition.
Grade 2: Used good condition. All belts, buckles, and
zippers inspected. Fully functional. May have stains or
lightly faded color.

BE IN THE KNOW! Sign up for
Coleman’s Specials. It’s the email sent roughly
once a week to showcase our
newest & hottest products or the latest deals.

5449 MOLLE II Rucksack w/ Frame GRADE 2....$69.95

colemans.com

1-888-478-7758

British Military
Satchel MTP Camo

This do it all satchel is an awesome pack
for any adventure. Features a secure hook
& loop flap with two hook &
loop pockets on either
side of the bag, two
elastic pockets on the
inside, and a thigh strap
for fast security. Upon
lifting the flap, there is a
three-button detail down
the middle of the bag as
well as an elastic band so
you can utilize all the available space. All these features
make this bag perfect for hiking, camping, or any outdoor
activities you have planned. The shape of this bag can
be easily altered to suit your needs by removing either of
the two side pockets that are attached to the outside of
the bag. Due to being made of denier textured nylon material, this bag is durable and can sustain itself through
almost any weather or abuse! Measures approximately
13” wide at the top, 9” at the bottom, 11” tall and about 6”
deep. Like New Condition.

5436 British Military Satchel, MTP Camo...........$29.95

5449 MOLLE II Rucksack w/ Frame GRADE 1....$99.95

U.S. G.I. BlackHawk
Enhanced Travel Bag
with Wheels

This extra-large bag is
expertly designed by the
best in the business for
a multitude of uses. Made
of super durable 1000 denier nylon.
Featuring one large main
compartment that opens
completely, two padded exterior pockets, and separate
fin pockets. Originally used
as a diver bag for skilled
military divers, this bag is
perfect for that and much
more. Includes two wheels
and extended towing handle.
This is a very impressive bag
that will last a long, long time. Measures 16’’ x 11’’ x 26.5’’.
Weighs approximately 9 lbs. Model# 21DT03BK.
Color: Black. Limited Quantities. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5461 G.I. Travel Bag with Wheels..........$149.95
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Norwegian Military Rucksack

Classics never die. This
Norwegian pack is a
tried and true design
used for decades
in the Norwegian
Military. There
aren’t many fancy
features like some
newer packs but the
time tested design and
construction of this pack
not only looks great but is also
very functional. The sturdy metal
tubular frame ensures this pack
will outlast many modern packs.
Featuring leather shoulder straps, rain/dust
flap with leather strap closure, drawstring close main
area, 2 large side pockets, and bedroll straps. Measures
approximately 18’’ x 6’’ x 18’’. Weighs approximately 4lbs.
Sorry, no choice. Used, serviceable condition. This pack
may benefit from some at home reworking by adding your
own waterproof spray, reconditioning the leather straps, or
a stitch or two. Each pack is truly unique and each piece
has its own individual allure. What story does your pack
have to tell?
5459 Norwegian Military Rucksack.....................$44.95

German Military
Compression Sack

A quality compression
sack is a must have
outdoor accessory.
This large compression sack will easily fit
most sleeping bags,
and have room for some extra bedding. Made of durable and water re-sistant nylon. You can also use one
of these bags to conveniently store
clothing or other camping gear.
Featuring a sturdy carry handle,
drawstring top closure, and drawstring
compression lock. The interior waterproof lining is flaking
off some compression sacks, but they will still do the job
as a great compression sack. Color: Olive Drab.
These are approximately 28”T x 22”W.
Made in Canada. Used Condition.
5460 German Military Compression Sack...........$17.95

U.S. G.I. Saw
Gunner Pouch,
MOLLE II

This 200 Round Saw
Gunner Pouch is great
for ammunition or other
things. Two sturdy snap
straps on the back to attach to your belt. One locking side
release buckle closes from the back of the bag to keep
your gear secure. Made of water resistant
canvas. ACU. Measures: 7 1/2”L x 4”W x 9
1/2”H. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
17 3746 Buy 2 G.I. Saw Gunner Pouches for...$14.95

Danish Military
Assault Pack

This assault style backpack is an excellent size
for many operations. This durable pack is constructed of
hard wearing nylon cordura. The unique M84 camo
pattern looks great
and sets this pack
apart from the rest.
There is plenty of
room in this bag for
a go bag, day hiking
bag, or overnight
bag. It is very
comfortable and
compact. Featuring
a comfortable kidney
belt, Velcro divider,
and expandable
cinch top. There
are zippers on the
outside of the pack
that we believe allowed you
to attach accessory pouches. We are
selling this pack without them.
This gives you a nice slim
backpack that is
comfortable and just the
right size. Measures approximately 20’’ x 10’’ x 10’’.
We sorted these packs into two grades.
Grade 1: Unused
Grade 2: Used good condition
5462
Danish Military Assault Pack Grade 1.........$59.95
...
5462 Danish Military Assault Pack Grade 2.........$39.95

colemans.com
Original German Military
Flecktarn Backpack

The original and
the best. This is
one backpack
that has
enough pockets and
space for all your
essentials. Plus it is
covered with the
German military’s
unique flecktarn camo
pattern. Made of a nylon
exterior with a rubberized
lining. Two huge pockets
flank both sides of this pack
and there is also one attached
to the top of the lid of the main
pack. The main pack with its built in liner measures
approximately 23” x 12” x 11” when full. A handy zipper
on the bottom of the pack makes this accessible from
either end. Quick release buckles make it easier to pack
and unpack in a flash. The shoulder straps and lower
back are both padded. Weighs 3.4lbs.
Used Good Condition.

4953 German Military Flecktarn Backpack.........$59.95

Pure Trash
Combat Inspired
Backpack

Designed for fashion and
function, Pure Trash is a new
line of pilot equipment items
designed by a German
company that has been in the
Military Surplus business for
many years. The Pure Trash
slogan is “Not for Ordinary Person”. Well these packs will
take you from ordinary to extraordinary. This backpack
looks great and is made of high quality materials.
Shoulder straps are adjustable and padded. The lower
back is padded for added comfort. There are 2 lateral
mesh pockets with drawstring and 2 large side pockets
with zipper. Measures approximately 12’’ wide x 19 ½’’
high. There is also an added bonus front pocket with
zipper and lid. New. Designed and manufactured to
German Specifications. New/Imported.
5413 Pure Trash Combat Backpack.......................$59.95

Vintage French
Military
Shoulder Bag

We were told these ammo
pouches are 1960’s
vintage. This unique old
world bag has a
ton of character.
Featuring real leather
adjustable shoulder strap with metal hardware, leather
inside divider, and leather closure. Outer material is
constructed with cotton canvas treated for water resistance. Both are double stitched the old fashioned way.
Measures approximately 9” wide x 8” high x 4” deep. Most
appear to be in an Unused to Slightly Used Condition.
They may have markings, light soiling, or a “surplus smell”
from long term storage and handling.
3733 Vintage French Military Shoulder Bag.....$16.95

1-888-478-7758
Danish Military Heavy Duty
Waterproof Satchel

Everything you want in a nice Military
satchel. Tough nylon construction, water
resistant exterior fabric with
waterproof lining, and large
capacity. This bag does
come with a shoulder strap
and can be used with or
without. Perfect for storage
on a boat, in the truck,
hunting gear and much
more. This bag would also
make a great motorcycle helmet bag. Dual hook and loop
closures keep your cargo secure. Measures approximately 17” tall by 11”
wide when closed. Color: Olive Drab. Unused Condition.

5451 Danish Military Waterproof Satchel...........$14.95

VIntage Italian Military
Backpack

These versatile backpacks are
just the right size to be used as
a day pack, a
student’s book
pack, or a biker’s
necessity pack. Made of heavy,
tightly woven cotton canvas,
ng vinyl backing.
with a waterproofing
This pack has one large
main compartment (16” x
5” x 10”) which is flanked
on both sides by 2 adjustable side compartments. All
three compartments have
ap type closures. Padded straps make this
flap
pack comfortable to carry. These rugged
packs have all metal hardware and buckles
that were made to take abuse. Used Condition.

4392 Vintage Italian Backpack-Used...........................$29.95

U.S. G.I. Modular Sleep
System Carry Bag

This bag is an Authentic Military Issue.
Originally made to fit the modular sleep
system, but would also make a nice bag for
any sleeping bag, clothes,
or other essentials. This
bag is made of a waterresistant vinylized nylon
material with quick release
buckles and a name tag
holder. Inside is a half liner
with a drawstring closure.
Measures: 12”h x 15”w x 9”d. Color: Woodland.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

3744 U.S. G.I. MSS Carry Bag, Unused.............$24.95
3751 U.S. G.I. MSS Carry Bag, Used.................$14.95

U.S. G.I. All-Purpose
Rugged Kit Bag

Another rare gem found here
at Coleman’s.
Officially designated as a
U.S. Tentage Repair Kit Bag,
this tool bag has limitless
applications. This bag could
be used for everything from
a nice overnight travel bag
to the best tool bag you ever
owned. Abundant
storage for small and larger
tools make this bag perfect for
the handyman or woman
in your life. Two large internal
pockets, several smaller slot style pockets, two separate
10’’ x 10’’ bags and one 8 ½’’ x 9 ½’’ bag with three
compartments. Made of heavy duty nylon canvas, this
bag will literally last for generations. Measures
approximately 22’’ x 16’’ when folded for carry, measures
approximately 60’’ x 16’’ when opened flat. Color: Olive
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5433 G.I. All-Purpose Rugged Kit Bag .....$39.95
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German Military Mountain
Rucksack

Useful for almost any
purpose, this well
rounded pack makes
an excellent two or
three day pack but
also serves well
for day hike.
Originally issued to
German Mountain troops
during the cold war era. The
pack features one large main
compartment with drawstring
closure, and two secondary side pouches.
The main compartment also features a
smaller compartment inside for smaller items. All flaps are
secured with quick release buckles. This pack has shoulder straps but not a frame. Some have a canvas bottom,
some have a nylon bottom. Sorry, no choice. Measures
approximately 17’’ x 13’’ x 8’’. Used, Good Condition.
Made in Germany.
5469 German Military Mountain Rucksack.........$39.95

Serbian Military Satchel

Everyone needs a go to satchel. This canvas
pack has a great vintage
look to it. We believe them
to have been in service
around the 1960s. The
old US WWII style lift dot
snaps secure the
main compartment and add to
the intrigue of
the pack. Inside the main compartment are
two smaller pockets for smaller supplies.
Comes with a shoulder strap. I use mine for
quick boat trips on the river. I always have
a few essentials ready to go for when the fishing is hot!
Measures approximately 12’’ x 10’’. Color: Olive Drab.
Markings and styles may vary. Snaps may have some rust
from long time storage. Used, Vintage Condition.
5470 Serbian Military Satchel................................$9.95

British Military Waterproof
Utility Pouch

You can never have enough pouches
to customize your kit. This durable
pouch can serve many purposes. You
cannot believe how well built this pouch
is until you handle it. Very impressive.
Featuring heavy weight waterproof
coated nylon construction with rubberized
interior coating. Perfect for ammo storage,
small hiking essentials, or just a nice pouch
added to your backpack. MOLLE straps on
the back of the pouch easily allow you to
attach to your belt or backpack. Quick
release buckle closure plus hook and loop keep your
pouch closed and secure. Measures approximately
9’’ x 5” x 5’’. MTP Camo. Made in the United Kingdom.
Unused Condition.
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5452 British Waterproof Utility Pouch.......$12.95

British Military Haversack,
DPM Camo

This haversack may look
modest on the outside but it is
packed with special features.
Made of extra strong 1000D
water repellent nylon cordura.
There is one large main
compartment, small outside
pocket, and one inside pocket
with pen holders. The main
compartment closes with hook/
loop plus a sturdy snap. This is
an ideal day hike pack, boat bag, fishing bag,
and more, or simply keep one in your truck
with a few essentials. In addition to the shoulder strap, this
bag also has a very sturdy snap loop on the back so you
can attached it to a belt.
Measures approximately 11’’ x 11’’ x 4’’.
Unused Condition. Made in the United Kingdom.
5467 British Military Haversack, DPM Camo......$14.95

U.S. G.I. MACS
Sack Dry Bag

Keep small items out of the weather!
These government issue dry bags are
perfect to keep your gear dry in wet
weather. Useful for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
boating, kayaking, or
any activities where
water may be a concern.
Described by the military as a “wet
weather clothing bag”. 9 Liter capacity.
14’’ high x 6 3/4’’ wide. Convenient purge valve removes
excess air from the bag. Simply fold the top over the
folding tab several times and snap closed. Also features
a carry handle on the bottom for convenience.
Not intended to be submerged for a period of time.
MADE IN THE U.S.A. by the authority in dry bagsSealLine. Unused Codition.

4441 U.S. G.I. MACS Sack Dry Bag.................$19.95

U.S. G.I. Super Strong Dry
Bag, 20 L
The toughest dry bag on the market.
Manufactured to rigorous government
standards by the best in the business,
Seal Line. This Baja™ 20L Dry Bag has
been proven both on the water and land
around the world. Constructed of heavy
duty 19 oz. vinyl sides and ultra-tough
30 oz. vinyl bottom, this bag can handle
the harshest of conditions. We have
seen many dry bags throughout the
years and none compare to the
durability of this bag. This is truly a
lifetime piece. Roll-top closure ensures your
gear stays dry and clean. 20 Liter capacity.
The bag measures approximately 16’’ high
x 9’’ wide. NSN# 8465-01-626-0865.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5432 U.S. G.I. Super Strong Dry Bag..............$29.95

Vintage Czech Military
Sea Sack

This thick canvas
bag is huge! It has
a rugged feel and
looks great. They
just don’t make cool
canvas bags like
this anymore. These
bags are vintage 1960s, with a
few having dates stamped on the
inside. Great for your camping
supplies, hunting gear, decoration,
and much more. Old world rope
closure cinches up the top to
secure contents. Bag measures 45
½’’ tall. Top opening measures 27’’ wide. Olive Drab Color
will vary a bit from the sample photo. Overall, they are in
great shape for their age. Condition will vary from Unused
to slightly Used Condition.

5464 Vintage Czech Military Sea Sack...............$17.95

German Military Laundry Bag

We in the Military Surplus business have seen quite the
variety of laundry bags come
through our inventory. Not surprisingly, none match
the usefulness and
hardy construction
of this German
bag. Do not limit
this bag to just
toting around dirty
laundry, this bag is very useful
for storing clothing and other
camping gear. Made of durable water resistant heavy duty nylon. Drawstring top will
cinch up your contents. The bag measures approximately
30” tall x 19” wide when laid flat. Most bags have white
lettering on the front, some have green. Sorry no choice.
Used, good condition. Color: Black. Made in Germany.

5463 German Military Laundry Bag.......................$9.95

1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. Mesh Laundry Bag

This is the U.S.
Military
upgrade to
the previous
style solid
cotton laundry bag. This
laundry bag is ideal for a
weekend at camp or semester
at college. You can even wash
your clothes in this bag, which
is very convenient! Double
stitched edges with zippered
top. Constructed tough to military specs, this bag is high
quality and very durable. Measures 24’’ wide by 30’’ tall.
Green in color. Cotton mesh. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3886 U.S. G.I. Mesh Laundry Bag....................$14.95

Vintage Italian Military
Duffel Bag

Rugged and dependable, this
exceptional bag will provide
many years of service. The
pattern is so unique it
really sets it apart from
your average duffel
bag. Individually crafted
by hand, the old world
quality construction really shows in the details. Features
metal eyelets and a rope cinch. At
this low price, you should grab a few
because they are great for transporting just about anything from duck
decoys to kids’ toys! Measures approximately 30’’T x 18’’W
when laid flat. Unused condition. May show signs of long
term storage such as slight corrosion on metal eyelets.
Made in Italy.
5468 Vintage Italian Military Duffel Bag...............$12.95

Genuine U.S. G.I.
Duffel Bag

This is the wellknown G.I.
Duffel Bag. Made
of Cordura® nylon,
these dependable bags were
made to be drug around and
take the abuse of travel. Two
padded adjustable straps,
and one reinforced carry
handle gives you choices:
Carry as a back pack, over
your shoulder, or along your
side. Side document pocket is
great for passports or other id.
Snap hook closure with a water
resistant inner flap to protect
contents. Approximate dimensions
when filled are 30” x 16”. Water
resistant Cordura®. Color: Olive Drab.
Used Good Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4918 G.I. Duffel Used Condition..........................$17.95
4924 G.I. Duffel Unused Condition......................$27.95

Polish Military Bread Bag
These cotton canvas bags
have a pocket or a compartment to organize just
about everything. Two large
compartments divide this
bag almost in half. Two big
and two small pockets with
snap close tops are nice to
keep track of smaller objects.
This bag has metal two D-rings on the back
side to attach a rope or a shoulder strap. It
also has a nylon webbing grab handle. Bag
measures approximately 11” wide, 5” deep,
12” tall. Colors vary in shades of gray/green.
Unused to Slightly Used Condition.

3762 Buy 2 Polish Bread Bags for...............$9.95
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Czech Military
Attache/Map Case

Originally manufactured for Czech
Officers to carry maps and
important papers and
information. We came to the
conclusion that these are
awesome when reinvented
into an iPad,
tablet, or any
book size
electronics
case. This
11” wide x
14” tall brown
leatherette case has
many pockets and
elastic straps for
securing many pens,
pencils, phones, ID cards,
important papers, or magazines, plus much more. This
case also features a real leather adjustable shoulder strap,
carry handle, and closure strap which has a lockable
steel latch. These military bags were manufactured in the
1970’s and through 1980’s. Unused Condition
4905 Buy 2 Czech Attache Cases for..........................$24.95
“Carrying my 2017 MacBook pro, power supply,
the required dongles, thumb-drives, pens and a
snack with room to spare. Gave the second one
as a gift to a friend who does printer service and
was blown away by how cool his tech tools look
in his new bag. Recommended.”

U.S. G.I. MOLLE II General
Purpose Utility Pouch

You can never have enough
pouches to customize
your kit. This top
quality utility pouch is
one of the best money
can buy. Featuring heavy
duty coil zipper and cover, double layer
1000D Cordura nylon construction, and
modular webbing on the front and back.
This is a very nice pouch that you can attach to your backpack, your belt, or FLC vest. Measures approximately 6’’ x
9’’ x 4’’. Unused Condition.. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5425 G.I. MOLLE II G.P. Utility Pouch...............$14.95

Musette Back-Sack
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What a great all around bag!!
This bag is designed to be
used as either a back-pack or a
shoulder bag. Heavy duty
canvas constructed bag has a
large main compartment and
two side pockets. Adjustable
shoulder and back-pack flap
closure straps. Measures 12” x
12” x 6”.Colors: Olive or Black.
New Condition.
0990 Musette Back-sack...........................$14.95

Vintage Russian Military
First Aid Satchel

Long forgotten in the corner of an old
abandoned warehouse,
these bags have not
seen light for decades.
This bag would have
been issued to Russian
medics during the long
fought Soviet-Afghan War
that started in 1979. This
bag has a great, vintage look to it. It sure
would make a unique laptop bag! There
are a few smaller storage compartments
inside. All metal hardware. Cotton canvas
construction. The front and back of the bag are rigid so
the bag keeps its shape. Measures approximately 11’’
high x 13’’ wide x 4’’ deep. May have slight corrosion or
musty smell from long term storage, but overall these are
very nice for their age. Unused Condition.

5465 Russian Military First Aid Satchel..............$29.95

U.S. G.I. Large
Medical
Supply Case

This could quickly
become a favorite travel
bag! Also great for
organizing your
camping items between
trips. This bag has 6
zippered pouches plus one
main pouch. Made of nylon, this trifold bag has 2 individual zipper closure
pockets with each fold. Each individual
pouch measures approximately 10” x 6” x 4”.
Eliminates carrying separate ditty bags. One
main area for holding larger items. Overall
measurements of the bag when filled is approximately
15” x 10” x 12”. Convenient handle on top allows you
to carry this bag by hand, but there are also D rings on
the back of the bag to attach straps to carry over your
shoulder. Metal clips on each side and front of bag allow
you to securely close it all up and not have to worry about
accidental opening. Olive Drab. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4972 Large Medical Supply Case......................$24.95

colemans.com
French Military Belt Cases

This real leather pouch is perfect
for your multitool, pistol magazine,
pepper spray, pocket knife and
much more. The thick genuine
leather ensures this pouch will
almost certainly outlast you. Belt
loop in back is riveted to the case. Single
snap front. Measures approximately
5.5” x 2” x 1.5”. Sizes may vary
slightly. Black. Used, Good Condition.
5453 Buy 2 French Military Belt Cases for.............$9.95

Large Tactical
Trauma Kit

This is the kit that is designed
and used by professionals.
Kit includes: 1 Blood
Pressure Cuff Kit, 1 Cervical
Collar, 1 Stethoscope, 1 Pen
Light, 2 Sutures, 1 First Aid
Book, 8 pr. Exam. Gloves, 10
Abdomnal Pads, 20 Pain Relievers, 6 Safety Pins, 2 Casualty
Blankets, 2 oz. Hand Sanitizer,
6 oz. Calamine Lotion, 1 Hand
Soap, 6 After Bite Wipes, 1 Universal Splint, 6” Elastic
Bandage, 10 Sterile Sponges, 2 Tapes, 2 Blood Stopper
Kits, 5 Eye Pads, 2 Triangle Bandages, 21 Bandage Strips,
5 Butterfly Strips, 10 Knuckle Bandages, 2 Ice Packs, 1
EMT Sheers, 2 S.S. Hemostat, 1 Tweezers, 1 #3 Scalpel
Handle, 2 Blades, 5 Tongue Depressors, 1 CPR Mask, 45
Antiseptic Wipes, 5 Ammonia Inhalants, 2 Airways, 3 Multi
Trauma Dressings, 4 oz. Eye Wash, 10 Triple Antibiotic, 5
Burn Aid Packages. All in a heavy duty comfortable backpack. Featuring multiple interior/exterior compartments and
adjustable straps.
Once opened this item cannot be returned. New Condition.
........................$189.00
2855 Large Tactical Trauma Kit........................

French Military Stainless
Steel Extreme Cutting Pliers
This is the last pair of cutting pliers you will ever need
to purchase. Made of durable and robust stainless steel
these pliers are tough as nails. Very useful
for fishermen, butchers,
plus around the home
and garden. Be advised,
these cutters are not a toy
and are very powerful. Originally
designed to cut casts in the medical field.
As with most surplus, styles may slightly vary.
All are heavy duty grade. Unused Condition.

5705 French Stainless Extreme Cutting Pliers..$19.95

Platoon First Aid Kit

Kit comes in a 6 ½” x 7” x 3” nylon pouch. Pouch has (2)
1” nylon belt loops with snap
closures. Quick release flap
closure keeps all contents
snuggly in the pouch.
Kit contains: 2 pr.
Latex Gloves, 2
Rolls of Tape, 10
Pain Relievers, 1ea.
Instant Ice Pack, 3
ea. Absorbent Pads
5” x 9”, 2 ea. Bulkee
Super Pads, 1
Pressure Bandage 3” x 3”, 2 ea. First Aid Creams,
Tweezers, Scissor, Lip Treatment, 2 ea. 2” Elastic
Bandages, Pill Bottle, 3 ea. Iodine Wipes, 3 ea. Alcohol
Wipes, 3 ea. Antiseptic Wipes, 3 ea. Nice Clean Wipes,
2 ea. 4” x 4” Gauze Pads, 16 ea. Bandage Strip 3” x 1”,
2 ea. Gauze Bandage 4” x 4.1 yds. First Aid Instructions.
Color: Olive Drab. Unused Condition.

2897 Platoon First Aid Kit..................................$19.95

Emergency Survival Candles

Don’t be in the dark about being prepared. Coleman’s Military
Surplus has 120-hour emergency candles
that may put a little comfort in the darkness
when you are faced with a sudden disaster.
Each candle burns 120 hours, that’s a
whopping five days straight.Typically, that’s
enough time get you through any blackout,
flood, tornado, earthquake or hurricane
emergency. Filled to the brim with wax and
seated in a thick glass jar that measures
approximately 8 1/8” high x 2 3/8” in diameter. Get
yours now and be prepared before disaster strikes.
Price includes two emergency candles.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2810 Buy 2 Emergency Survival Candles for.......$14.95
“Heavy duty glass container. Shipped in
extremely thick padding. Perfect candles to
have in a blackout or for camping.
Definitely recommend for the price.”

U.S. G.I. Combat Medical Vest

This fully customizable special MOLLE vest was designed
to hold essential gear for the combat medic. Featuring six
large MOLLE pouches,
this vest is suitable for
many different users.
Hikers, hunters and
fishermen can utilize all
of the storage space.
Airsoft players, you will
have the best vest on
the field.Customize the
vest to suit your needs.
Use all or only a portion
of the pouches. You
can also add your own
MOLLE style pouches
to the vest. There are many comfort adjustments on this vest including the adjustable
padded shoulder straps, draw string cinch on
the back, and three chest straps. Note: This is
a very special vest that is much more advanced
than any we have ever seen. These do not come out of
the system often. Item includes vest and six pouches.
Size: Adjustable,one size fits most.
Made in Dominican Republic by Eagle Industries.
4762 U.S. G.I. Medical Vest...............................$89.95

Italian Military
Signal Mirror

There is no excuse not to take this life
saving item with you on every hike or
camping trip. Many stranded or lost outdoorsman
have been rescued with the help of
signal mirrors. This one works well.
It weighs very little and is made of
durable stainless steel. The handle folds up for
convenient storage. Measures 3 1/2’’ x 4 5/8’’.
Unused condition. Made in Italy.
5923 Buy 2 Italian Signal Mirrors for.............$9.95
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U.S. G.I. IFAK
Pouch, Coyote

This IFAK (Improved First Aid Kit)
pouch is MOLLE compatible and was
used by our Armed Forces to carry
medical supplies. In the civilian world,
it is the perfect size to carry necessities
with you while hiking, biking, or
hunting. Measures approximately 7” high
x 5 ½” long x 3” wide. The straps on the
back of this pouch enable you to attach this
pouch to any belt or MOLLE pack. Hook and
loop closure with a quick release buckle. Made water
resistant nylon. Used Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5446 U.S. G.I. IFACK Pouch Coyote, Grade 1.....$6.95

5446 U.S. G.I. IFACK Pouch Coyote, Grade 2.....$4.95

U.S. G.I. MP Handcuffs
Cuff ‘em and stuff ‘em! Own authentic
US Military Police issue handcuffs.
These strong cuffs are made of
high quality carbon steel and
coated with a nickel finish. One
key is included with each set of
handcuffs. Note: These are not a toy.
Manufactured by American Handfcuff
Company. Model number N-105.
Used, Good Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5712 U.S. G.I. MP Hancuffs...............................$39.95

U.S.G.I Triangular Muslin
Bandage

The uses of this bandage are only
limited by your imagination.
Used in the field by
our brave military for
generations, this
large piece of cloth
does it all. Every first
aid kit or survival kit should have
at least a few of these bandages.
Use it for a sling, tourniquet, tie-bandage,
doo rag, and much more. Individually wrapped
and sealed in a plastic bag. Very lightweight and strong
100% muslin cotton. Measures approximately 37’’ x 37’’ x
52’’ opened. Compressed sealed packaged dimensions
3 ½’’ x 3’’ x ¾’’. Each one also comes with two heavy duty
safety pins. Color: Olive Drab. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1419 Buy 4 Triangular Muslin Bandages for.......$12.95

U.S. G.I. Acrylic Sand Bag

The king of sand bags. Acrylic
sand bags are more durable
than any other sand bag on the
market. They are specifically
designed for extreme conditions,
most specifically for field fortifications.
Acrylic Sand bags are not biodegradable
and allow water and air through to
decrease mildew. 14’’x26’’. Olive Drab.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4058 Buy 20 Acrylic Sandbags for.....................$19.95
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4057 Buy 100 Acrylic Sandbags for..........$79.95

U.S. G.I.
Hanging
First Aid
Pouch

When closed this
pouch will keep
all your items secure, but when you open it you can hang
it up to keep your hands free. The two inside pouches
separate your supplies. Made of a water repellent nylon
so it gives you that little added confidence knowing there
is some moisture protection. This item would also make a
great toiletry bag. Features heavy duty padlock type zipper, short carry strap or hanging strap. Measures 7” x 5” x
4”. Olive Drab. First aid supplies not included.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4944 Buy 3 Hanging First Aid Pouches for........$24.95

U.S. G.I. Small Utility Box

Originally housed
soldiers night
vision equipment.
This portable
heavy duty plastic
box could double as a sturdy
carrying case for any item in
which you do not want to get
damaged, such as your pistol and ammo. Easy removable cushion insert and compartment wall (most are
missing one screw holding the compartment wall). Inside
dimensions are approx. 10 in. x 4 in. Double latch
closure. Used Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4524 U. S. G. I. Small Utility Box.......................$14.95

U.S. G.I. Panel Marker

This panel marker has been
a very important piece of
equipment in the U.S. Military
for many years. It’s been used
in a variety of situations ranging
from signaling search teams, marking
landing zones, or identifying troop
positions to aircraft. In the civilian world,
this marker should be in every hiking
bag for emergency signaling. This panel
has two high visibility sides, pink and orange. This marker
also has snaps and paracord that can be used to connect
to other panels for greater visibility or emergency shelter.
The marker is made of durable 100% nylon. 71’’ x 19.5’’.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

3883 G.I. VS-17/GVX Panel Marker............................$14.95

Polypro Sand Bags

If you live anywhere near water, this
would be an important part of your
emergency preparedness kit. These
also are a fun way to build bunkers for
a good round of paint ball, or to weigh
a tarp down that is covering something
important. Standard 14” x 24” woven
polypro bag with tie string attached.
Color: White or Olive. New Condition.
0917 Sand Bags......
1 - 25 ct..........$.75/ea.
26 - 199 ct.........$.60/ea.
200 + ct..........$.50/ea.
1000 + ct...........$.39/ea.

German Military Gun
Cleaning
Wicks,
Case of 1,000

A clean gun is a happy gun!
These wicks are an excellent
upgrade from the traditional
bore cleaning patches. The
German Army has been
using these ingenious wicks
for decades. Sealed in this case are 125
bundles of eight adjoined wicks for a
total of 1,000 wicks. Use with almost any
standard cleaning rods. Especially useful
for larger bore firearms. 100% cotton. Unused
Condition. Made in Germany.

7101 Gun Cleaning Wicks, Case of 1,000.........$12.95

U.S. G.I. ESS Striker Land
Ops Goggles

Simply put, these ESS Land Ops
Striker Goggles are some of
the best goggles money can
buy.These are the only
goggles authorized by the US
Army. These ESS Land Ops Striker
Goggles are high
performance and designed to be
used on and off the battlefield.
These ESS Striker Goggles provided exceptional comfort for all day performance
in any environment.Features fog resistance,
particle filtration, anti-scratch lenses, optically
correct polycarbonate lenses, 100% UVA/UVB protection, and an extra wide field of view. These ESS military
goggles are certified to be used over most prescription
eyewear. These Striker Goggles are also compliant with
United States Military specifications MIL-PRF-32432,
ANSI Z87.1-2010, CE EN 166 and U.S. Federal OSHA.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Package includes:
– ESS Striker Series Goggles– 1 Smoke Gray Lens
– 1 Clear Lens– Lens Cover– ACU Digital Speed Sleeve
Goggle Cover– Instruction Manual– Carry Case

2863 U.S. G.I. ESS Striker Land Ops Goggles....$29.95

U.S. G.I. Tactical Superflex
Military Knee Pads

These tactical knee pads
offer 4 layers of protection
for your knees. Featuring
a finished inner lining that
keeps out dirt and debris,
thick memory foam, durable
fabric surface, and molded
skid resistant rubber cap. These knee pads
are not limited to tactical operations, but
come in handy for just about anyone. Use
them on your canoe trips, flooring projects, or
shop projects. Easily attach to the back of your
knees with Velcro. Considered by many to be the best
knee pads available. One size fits most, adjustable. Black.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5625 G.I. Tactical Military Knee Pads.................$24.95

Swiss Military
Gun Cleaning Kit

Originally developed
for the K31 Rifle,
STG 57, STG 94, and
the 7.5 Swiss
Rifle, but
also cleans
weapons
from a .30 cal.
to a .50 cal.
Kit includes a
handle, segmented rods with soft
brass ends, patch jag rod with soft
brass ends, chamber brush, chamber clean
cleaning tool, 1 grease pot, nylon bristle bore brush,
phosphate bronze bore brush, and a boring
chamber inspection mirror.
Used, Good Condition.

3646 Swiss Military Gun Cleaning Kit..................$14.95

U.S. G.I. Bianchi
M12 Hip Holster

The model M12 was the
standard issue U.S. Armed
Forces holster for many
years. There were several
manufacturers of this holster
but the best and most desirable was Bianchi.
Made of heavy duty ballistic nylon. This
ambidextrous holster was made to fit the
Beretta M9 9mm pistol which is used by U.S. and NATO
military forces, but we are told can also work well with
1911’s and more. This padded holster can be worn on
either side (right or left) as it is made to be attached to the
web pistol belt, or can convert to a shoulder holster with a
chest harness. Includes a built-in cleaning rod. Features a
quick release/close flap. Color: Olive Drab. Get your very
own genuine Bianchi M12 holster today!
Unused In Packaging. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4761 Bianchi M12 Hip Holster, Unused.............$39.95

1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. Personal Watertight
Crushproof Storage Box

Use this handy case on the boat, at camp, at the range,
and much more. Over engineered to strict
military specs, this is one tough case. The
two padlock hasps enable you to feel confident about storing anything of value.
Also features two press and
pull latches, double layer
soft grip handle, automatic
pressure valve, powerful
hinges, and watertight seal.
Some of these have custom
foam configurations from previous military use. May have stickers or
dirt from previous use but all latches and seals are good.
Outside measures approximately 11’’ x 10’’ x 8’’.
Used, Good Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5920 G.I. Watertight Storage Box..........$29.95
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Italian Military M12 Holster

The international cousin of the ever popular
U.S. G.I. M12 Hip Holster, offered at almost
half the price. Specifically designed to
holster one of the best and widely issued
handguns ever produced, the Beretta 92.
Just like the U.S. holster, this one was
developed and manufactured by Bianchi
International. Alice clips on the
back can be attached to a
standard pistol belt or regular
belt. Other similar sized pistols
will fit in this holster because of
the included spacer allowing for smaller or larger
side arms. This is an excellent quality
holster at a great price. Unused Condition.
3658 Italian Military M12 Holster..........................$19.95

U.S. G.I. Pistol Belts

Keep your pistol, canteen,
flashlight, knives, or pouches
accesible at all times.
U.S. Government
Issue pistol belt is
made of heavy-duty
2¼ in. wide nylon
webbing, with metal grommets
and a plastic quick disconnect
buckle Color: Olive drab. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3619 Pistol Belt, Gray Clasp, Unused, Large......$12.95
3619 Pistol Belt, Gray Clasp, Used, Large.............$7.95
3619 Pistol Belt, Gray Clasp, Unused, Medium.....$9.95
3651 Pistol Belt, Black Clasp, Used, Large............$7.95
3651 Pistol Belt, Black Clasp, Unused, Large.....$12.95

Military Manuals
1613 Survival
1601 AK-47 Rifle
1604 M1 Garand
1616 SKS Rifle
1611 USMC M16A2
1609 45 Cal. Pistol
1603 30 Cal. Carbine
1606 Hand to Hand Fighting
1608 Map Reading and Land Navigation

Military Manuals (your choice).......................$9.99/each

U.S. G.I. Blackhawk®
Serpa Concealment
Holster

This holster is one of the most advanced
concealment holsters on the market today.
Sleek cutting edge look with superior
performance, what more could you
want in a concealment holster? The pat-ented Serpa technology provides lightning
fast access and unparalleled security without cumbersome straps or snaps. Molded
from a durable blend of carbon fiber and
impact-modified nylon for low maintenance
and high performance. Really this is two hol
holsters in one because it includes both the paddle and belt
loop attachments. Right hand. Color: Black with matte finish. Designed to fit the Beretta 92/96. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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5626 G.I. Blackhawk® Serpa Holster........$34.95

British Military Osprey MK4
Body Armor Carrier/Vest

The ultimate body armor vest in
Multi-Terrain Pattern (MTP). This
rugged vest is current issue
by the United Kingdom.
The MK4 vest is very
versatile and works as
both a load carrying
vest and plate carrier
all in one. Extremely high
quality, durable, covered
in MOLLE webbing, and
completely ready for slipin body armor plates. Make
no mistake, this is not a cheap imitation.
This vest is intended for combat. Includes
main vest, 7 magazine pouches, 2 grenade
pouches, complete ancillaries pack and extra
panel. NOTE: Body armor plates NOT included.
Size: Large, X-Large or XX-Large, XXX-Large. Adjustable.
Unused Condition.
4746 British MK4 Body Armor Carrier...............$149.95

U.S. G.I.
Chemical/Scent
Hiding Suit
Attention hunters!
Outsmart your predator by
wearing this charcoal-lined suit
which will cover your human
scent. This 2-piece suit is made
by stringent U.S. Government
tions, so you know
specifications,
it is top grade quality.
Unissued in pack, this
suit is made from a cotton/nylon material which
is also water repellent, wind
resistant, and tear resistant. Great
for hunting, work or play!
Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL.
(O.D- size Sm. or Lg. only)
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
THESE SUITS CANNOT BE RETURNED

.............................$19.95
0101 Camouflage 2-piece suit.............................

0102 Olive Drab 2-piece suit..................................
..................................$9.95
0128 Buy 4 U.S. Camo. 2-pc. suits for...............
...............$69.95

G.I. Anglehead Flashlight

Made to stringent U.S. Mili
Military specs., this flashlight
will last many years to
come. Light functions as a
distress signal. Change to
a colored lens and just switch to
flash and have an instant signal. Keep
with you while hunting, camping, hiking,
and even in your glove box. Light comes
with interchangeable colored lenses, an
extra bulb in hidden chamber, and a handy belt clip. 8” in
length. Colors : olive, black or khaki. 2 D-cell batteries
(not included). Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1014 Anglehead Flashlight.................................$14.95

U.S. G.I. Improved
Intermediate Sleeping Bag

This US GI Urban
Grey Intermediate
Sleeping Bag is an
important
component of the
ACU Digital Modular
Sleep System (MSS).
This government issued intermediate sleeping bag is the enhanced
version of the older style Black
Intermediate Sleeping Bag that pairs
with the Woodland Modular Sleep
System. This Urban Grey
Intermediate Sleeping Bag is light
weight, but also built to withstand
heavy battlefield abuse. The US
government thought of everything
when they designed this fantastic
all-around sleeping bag. This
Intermediate Sleeping Bag includes
extra-large zippers, an adjustable
draw string hood, and sewn-in chest collar
to prevent air drafts.This used Urban Grey Intermediate
Sleeping Bag comes in good condition and can be used
with or without other MSS components. This sleeping bag
is made of tough water resistant ripstop nylon. It is rated
by the U.S. Military to be used in temperatures ranging
from 30 to -10 degrees Fahrenheit when used properly.
The 2-way snaps allow you to connect patrol bag and bivy
cover. These Intermediate Sleeping Bags are made in the
USA, weight approximately 4 pounds, and measure 78
inches long by 30 inches wide. Used Good Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

German Military 5 Piece
Modular Extreme Cold
Sleeping Bag
System

The beauty of this system
is that it is extremely
flexible. You are really
purchasing several different sleep
systems in one because you can
customize this set depending on
where you are going to deploy it.
In the summer time you may only
need the cotton inner liner. In the
fall you may only need the inner and
outer sleeping bag. You get the idea.
The excellent construction of this bag screams
German quality. This
system is comprised
of five pieces: Inner
cotton sleeping bag
liner, inner down filled
sleeping bag, outer down
filled sleeping bag,attachable
thermal hood, and compression
sack. All bags close with heavy
duty zipper. When all components
are used together it can be used in extreme cold situations. Weighs approximately 14.5lbs.
Used, Good Inspected Condition.
5865 German 5 Piece Sleeping System..........$149.95

Bag......................$34.95
5810 G.I. Improved Sleeping Bag.....................

To Place An Order
1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. ACU Digital
Waterproof Goretex
Bivy Cover

This U.S. G.I. waterproof sleeping bag cover
will keep you and your sleeping bag bone dry.
Constructed of specially designed 3
layer laminate waterproof/breathable fabric. If you find yourself
without a tent, you can keep
yourself warm and dry with this
special bivy sack. Heavy duty
zipper extends almost completely down the side of the
cover which allows plenty of
room for easy access. It also
has snaps to keep the bivy
closed tight. Hook/loop closure
at the head of the bivy enables
the cover to be completely enclosed. Color: ACU Digital Cam-ouflage. Measures approximately
76″ x 35″. Used, nice inspected
condition. Manufactured by
Tennier Industries.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5872 U.S. G.I. ACU Goretex Bivy Cover............$69.95

U.S. G.I. Style Paracord

Great for camping, boating, hunting, lacing, crabbing,
decoy cord, tie downs, clothes line, awning lines, starter
cords or flag poles. Plus, they should also be a component in your disaster/survival kit. Lightweight, quick-drying,
mildew resistant, strong and durable. Colors: Purple,
Neon Yellow, Olive Drab, Neon Orange, Royal Blue,
Coyote Brown, Red, Black, Tan. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
1816 100’ G.I. Style Parachute Cord.....................$6.95

1892 1000’ Spool G.I. Style Parachute ..............$49.95

300 Feet of U.S. G.I.
Paracord, Value Pack

This paracord value pack is 300 total feet of
genuine U.S. G.I. paracord. We cut and packaged this paracord
right here in house from unused parachutes. There are
several lengths of paracord ranging from 12-20 feet in
each package that together total 300 feet. This cord is
perfect for crafts, camping, hunting, and essential in your
survival bag. This is an extraordinary value for 300 total
feet of paracord. Unused. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2721 300’ U.S. G.I. Cargo Chute Cord.....$14.95
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U.S. G.I.
Modular Sleep
System

This is the real
deal, not an imported aftermarket
product that has
been showing up in other surplus stores! This US. GI. four
part modular sleep system was
designed to be used together for
low temperatures, or you can use
it separately for warmer conditions. Here’s what’s included:
one compression sack (black)
for compact storage, one cold
weather patrol sleeping bag (olive),
one intermediate sleeping bag
(black), and one wa
terproof/breathable Bivy cover
(woodland) to keep the whole system dry. This system
was designed in layers to trap in pockets of air and heat.
The complete system, including the compression sack
weighs roughly 12 pounds. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1086 U.S. Sleep System, Used Nice................$169.95
“Second time purchasing this, unfortunately the
first one was stolen when my truck was broken
into. Both were in great shape with just a little
paint wear on some of the zippers. Great sleeping bags for any conditions I will be using them”

French Military Wool Blanket
Authentic Military Issue. Plush was the first
word that came to mind when I touched
this blanket and heavyweight was the next.
These are beautiful French military
wool blankets with whip stitched
edges. Slightly Used
Condition. Some
blankets include
embroidered initials
or numbers of
previous users. Sorry
no choice, random selection.
Measures: 72” x 82”.

4471 French Military Wool Blanket.....................$39.95

U.S. G.I.
Self Inflating
Sleeping Mat

Compact enough to carry in
your pack, this sleeping mat
is a great ground insulator to keep you
comfortable in uncomfortable sleeping
situations. Easy to clean vinyl outer layer is
bonded to the inner nylon foam layer. Self inflates
ates
from approx. 1/8” thick to almost 1” thick in minutes with
no need of forced air. Just open the valve and walk away,
then close the valve when inflated. Color: Foliage Green.
20” wide x 72” long. Unused. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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5117 Self Inflating
ating Sleeping Mat............$39.95

U.S. G.I. Patrol
Modular
Sleeping
Bag

Originally the middle
layer to the Modular
Sleep System, but
used alone this mummy
style patrol bag comes in handy
for cool weather. Made of lightweight polyester
hollow fiber fill and a waterresistant nylon outer shell. This
roomy bag is lightweight to carry.
Bag compacts down to a size that
is comfortable to tote, which is a
plus for hikers and campers alike.
Measures 92” x 37” at the widest
point x 24” at the narrowest point.
Used, Good Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Bag.......................$29.95
5126 U.S. Modular Sleeping Bag......................

Bulgarian Officer’s Wool
Blanket

Weighing in at nearly
5 pounds this blanket is
not only heavy it is
cuddly soft too. This
super plush blanket
has a nicer feel
against your skin,
unlike some wool
blankets. This blan-ket measures approximately
62” x 80” and is made of 70%
wool. It is sure to keep your
body heat under the
covers. The whip stitches on top and
bottom will ensure this blanket will be free from fraying. It
is dark brown on one side and tan on the other. Has
multiple H3’s stamped down each end of the blanket.
Like New Condition.

cer’s Wool Blanket..............
5125 Bulgarian Officer’s
Blanket...............$39.95

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. Disaster Blankets

Purchase a disaster blanket 6-pack set to keep
you and your family warm when disasters strike!
With these wool disaster blankets, you will be
prepared for any power outage, furnace
breakdown, or anything else that
can cause a loss of heat.
Each disaster blanket
consists of 30 percent
recycled wool and 70
percent synthetic fiber.
measuring 66” x 84”.These
blankets also make a fantastic moving
blanket! Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3123 Buy 6 Disaster Blankets for..........................
..........................$34.95

3031 U.S. G.I. Disaster Blanket..........................$9.95

Swedish Military
Cotton Blanket

Seeing these blankets brought back
memories from when I was young,
snuggling on the couch at
Grandma’s house. The pattern of
these Swedish blankets depicts
a basket weave stitch, which
is designed to trap heat in all
the nooks and crannies of the
weave. This Cotton Military
Swedish Blanket has a 9 ½”
edging down each side. The
¾” hem sewn on each end
keeps the blanket stitches
from stretching out and getting
loose and prevents the cover from
losing its shape. Each Swedish blanket
measures 92” x 68” and the size is perfect for
that cold, damp or snowy early evening of TV
when you just want something draped over
you for warmth. Unused Condition.

5114 Buy 2 Cotton Blankets for.........................$29.95

Vintage
Polish Military Wool Blanket
Please read this description very carefully,
as each blanket is stunningly unique
and different! The pictures shown are
just a few examples of the different
variations of this blanket.
These Cold
War Era
blankets are
both bold
and
stunningly
beautiful.
Thick and
heavy, the
blankets are
an ideal blend
of 50% wool
and 50%
polyester. They are
easily some of the most
interesting and unique blankets we have
ever come across. While digging through
warehouses in Europe, we were quite lucky
to find such a hidden gem and we bought
them all! The challenge is that almost every
blanket is different! Faced with this dilemma of
so many colors and patterns we decided to sell them by
color. This means you pick one color and your blanket
will contain at least that one color. Choose: Brown, Red,
Orange, or Burgundy. That does not mean it will be
the only color of the blanket, that simply means it will
be sure to have the color you picked represented. The
patterns also vary so more than likely each blanket you
order will be different. These blankets all measure
approximately 60’’ x 80’’. Edges of the blankets may also
vary from whip stitching to hemmed. Unused Condition.
5820 Polish Military Wool Blanket....................$79.95

Russian Military Flannel
Blanket

We found in Europe what will
become your new
favorite blanket. It’s
like wrapping yourself in softness.
This blanket
feels like your
favorite flannel
pajamas times 10, because it’s thicker, softer and
has a much heavier weight. The
playful design of stripes and squares runs
throughout the whole blanket. Blanket mea-sures 60” x 80” and is big enough to share if
you’d want to! 80% cotton with 20% polyester.
Colors and patterns may vary.
Grade 1: Like New Condition
Grade 2: Used Good
5821 Russian Flannel Blanket, Grade 1.......$29.95
5821 Russian Flannel Blanket, Grade 2.......$19.95
“I really like these blankets and have ordered
twice now...both designs are different which
is nice...similar to the pictured blankets.
Good weight, and soft. Both were in unused
condition. As previous reviewer said :
“Can’t go wrong with this.” ”

Leather Blanket/Sleeping
Bag Carrier
This convenient leather carrier
will make bringing your favorite
blanket or sleeping bag easy plus look
great doing it. Carrying a big full size
blanket with one hand is never easy,
if not impossible. The leather handle
is comfortable and sturdy. If you are
giving one of our blankets as a gift,
you will definitely want one of these!
Constructed with high quality full grain
leather. Tan in color.
Blanket not included. New Condition. Imported.

5924 Leather Blanket/Sleeping Bag Carrier.....$12.95

Italian Air Force Wool
Blanket

Very rarely do we find blankets of this
quality in our travels. These
beautiful blankets
are thick and
strong, yet softer
than most military
surplus blankets. The
blue and white color of
this blanket really pops
and is quite attractive. Nice
enough for the guest bedroom, but we
doubt you will want to part with it! When
these blankets are gone, they will be
gone forever. Measures approximately 78’’ x 65’’ and
weights a little over 5 pounds. Used Condition.
5806 Air Force Blanket, Used................
Used.................$79.95
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U.S. G.I. USMC 2 Man
Combat Tent

U.S. G.I. Improved Combat
Shelter

This tent is just about bomb proof. The USMC 2 Man
Combat Tent is superior to most civilian tents for many
reasons and loaded with special features. It is completely
constructed of durable ripstop nylon, has strong aluminum
poles, and comes with waterproof rain fly. The rainfly also
prevents light from coming in or out when attached. The
rain fly can also be used by itself as a more basic shelter.
The tent has two doors (entrance/exit openings). This is
a very expertly engineered tent that will last a long time if
properly cared for. Floor area: 38 square feet. Desert sand
main body with waterproof floor, woodland waterproof rain
fly. Complete with poles, stakes, and carry bag. Entire kit
weighs approximately 10lbs. Manufactured by Diamond
Brand. Genuine Military Surplus.Condition Notes: These
tents are in used condition. They do not seem to have
been used hard, perhaps only for training purposes. Some
may have minor repairs such as holes sewn shut. We
have carefully inspected and sorted them to be sure they
are functional and complete with main tent body, rainfly,
poles, stakes, and carry bags. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

The ICS (Improved Combat Shelter) is the current
generation one man combat tent for the U.S. Army.
Designed to be easily portable, versatile, and extremely
durable. The ICS is a one-person tent that provides
protection from rain, wind, and snow in multiple climates.
This tent, if properly taken care of, will provide a long
life of comfortable camping. No need to worry about
getting wet in this tent. Included rain fly makes this tent
waterproof and provides a storage vestibule in the rear of
the tent for extra gear. Special features include: blackout
capable, waterproof tub floor, and flame resistant.
Measures approximately 96’’ long x 40.5’’ wide x 32.5’’
at its peak. Pack weight: 6.5lbs. Choose from Unused or
Used Condition. Regular retail price over $300.00.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5870 G.I. USMC 2 Man Combat Tent..............$169.95

U.S. G.I. Tent, One Person
Combat (TCOP), Unused

Rarely available for civilian purchase, now is your
chance to own one of the best tents ever produced!
Officially
known as
TCOPTent,
Combat,
One
Person.
This tent
has been
over engineered to withstand almost
any situation. The black anodized cold
weather rated aluminum shock corded
frame is designed to hold up under the
harshest of conditions. Main tent bathtub style floor
area measures 28 square feet and is made of rip-stop
nylon material. The two vestibule areas are a total of 17
square feet which is ideal for additional gear storage.
Reversible rain fly is flame retardant, and made of full
coverage blackout material with durable taped seams.
All netting is 40D nylon “no-see-um” for protection from
dust and small insects. Tents are approximately 33”
high on the inside. Woodland pattern. Unused in original
manufacturer’s box. Tent, fly, frame weighs 6 lbs. 6.7 oz.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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5827 U.S. G.I. One Person Tent....................$279.95

5845 U.S.G.I. Combat Shelter, ACU, Unused..$199.95
5850 U.S.G.I. Combat Shelter, ACU, Used......$169.95

1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. Multi Fuel Tent
Stove/Heater

Crank up the heat and beat
the chill with this simple and
rugged U.S. Military heater
system. Also known as the
H-45 Space Heater, this stove has
been the standard in providing
heat for military tents for years.
Rated at an impressive 45,000
BTUs! These stoves were manufactured to run on JP-5 fuel, JP-8
fuel, Gasoline and Diesel Fuel.
These stoves are ideal when
used in tents, garages, sheds,
etc. Included in this kit is everything you will need to run this stove
on many types of liquid fuel: 6 pieces of 24” exhaust stack
stovepipe, stack cap assembly, flow burner assembly,
flow control hose assembly, fuel flow control adapter kit,
burner cap assembly, and burner reaming tool. Please
read included instruction manual carefully. A U.S. G.I. fuel
can stand is available CMS Item #514101. All stoves are
being sold in Unused Condition, however they may have
surface rust due to long term storage. Surface rust will not
inhibit functionality of the stove. We cannot accept this
item for return once it has been used. Warning- proper
ventilation required. NSN# 4520-01-329-3451.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5164 Stove with minor rust ….........................
…..........................$99.95

French Military Troop Tent

This is a good quality
real military tent that
is very rare in
the surplus
world.

This authentic French Army tent is a “pup style” military
tent with an unexpectedly spacious interior. This tent
is one piece, meaning you can assemble quickly and
keep the elements out. The floor space measures approximately 60” X 80” and sleeps two adults comfortably.
Complete kit includes tent, poles, 16 stakes, guy lines, and
carry bag. Made of heavy duty nylon. Reinforced tub style
floor keeps you dry and the dampness at bay. There are
screened air vents at the peak of the tent and screened
vents with storm flap covers on lower side walls for ventilation. The water resistant rain fly is integrated into the tent.
Olive Drab or Tan. Unused Condition.
5842 French Troop Tent,, Olive............................$59.95

5852 French Troop Tent,, Tan..............................$49.95

Our Catalog Only Lists a Fraction of
Our Inventory, Please See
colemans.com For More Items.

German Military Waterproof
Camping Tarp
Measuring a large 8’ long x 3
½’ wide making this German
Army issue item perfect for
a variety of uses. Made of
strong and durable 100%
ripstop nylon. This is a
very versatile product
that just about anyone
can use. It would make
a great ground cloth
for your sleeping bag
or tent. You could
use it to cover wood
at camp or fashion a
quick lean to shelter. The possibilities are only
limited by your imagination.Color: Olive Drab.
Made in Germany. Unused Condition.

5873 German Waterproof Camping Tarp.............$12.95

French Military Tent Heater
NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!!

Recently manufactured for the French Military.
This direct combustion
furnace is ideal
for large tents,
garages,
workshops, or
backup in case
of emergency.
A great prepper
and survivalist
tool. We have
seen many
stoves come
and go over
the years, but
this one
is one of
the best.
Heavy
duty
construction. Requires no electricity to operate.
Runs on heating oil, diesel and kerosene. Rated at
11 kW which converts to roughly 37,500 BTU/hour.
Consumes about .4 gallons per hours to operate at
maximum output. Fuel tank is already attached so there
is no need for a separate fuel tank stand/holder. Weighs
approximately 200lbs. Ready to rock and roll right out of
the box with minimal set up required. Unused Condtion.
Genuine European Military Surplus. CALL TO ORDER
CHECK OUT COLEMANS.COM FOR A
COOL OPERATIONAL VIDEO!!

5825 French Military Tent Heater....................$299.95

Sleeping Bag Mat

Keep your sleeping gear from
absorbing the moisture of the damp
cold ground. These closed cell foam
mats have many uses other than sleeping.
Good for exercising, work, or play. Green color
may vary. New. (ties not included)
3/8” x 75” x 23” MADE IN THE U.S.A.
PLEASE CALL WHEN ORDERING MORE THAN TWO.

3161 Buy 2 Sleeping Mats for..............................$13.95

U.S. G.I. Rope and
Carabiner set with
Stay Winder

This very handy item may not look
sophisticated but it sure is useful.
Compact enough to keep in your
backpack to perform various duties on the
trail or at the campsite. This set comes with
50’ of high quality 1/8’’ rope with two
quality steel carabiners at each end. The
stay winder with handle keeps the rope nice
and neat after you are done using it but also
doubles as a nice handle if you need to pull
something with the rope. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5623 Rope/Carabiner set with Winder.......$12.95
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Hungarian Enamelware

Hungarian Campfire Grill

3898 Rectangular Pan, SM - (11” x 7 3/4” x 2”)...$14.95

5862 Hungarian Campfire Grill............................$49.95

These over sized cook pots are
authentic Hungarian
FISH POT
enamelware. The steel pots
have an enameled dark navy
blue exterior with a blue
and white splatter style
GOULASH POT
pattern interior. Robust
metal handles. This is
the big cooking vessel
that you always hoped
to find, but never could.
Great for hanging over
a wood fire. Perfect for all
kinds of camping, tailgating, or
at home. Tested and approved
by Coleman’s staff. Shade of blue
RECTANGULAR PAN
may vary. Made in Hungary.
New Condition.

3898 Rectangular Pan, LG- (14” x 9 1/4” x 2”)..
2”)....$19.95
3896 4 Quart Goulash Cook Pot...........................
Pot....................... $24.95
3896 14 Quart Goulash Cook Pot.....................
Pot.........................$49.95
3896 21 Quart Goulash Cook Pot.....................
Pot.........................$59.95

3897 14 Quart Fish Pot.....................................
Pot.........................................$39.95
3897 21 Quart Fish Pot.....................................
Pot.........................................$49.95

1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. Magnesium
Fire Starter

With just a few
shavings on a pile, a
spark produced from
the other side of the tool and presto! Instant flame!
Because of its compact size (3” x 1” x 1/2”), it is very
handy for camping or backpacking. Water or moisture will
not affect this magnesium starter unlike matches and lighters. Unissued. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
1015 Magnesium Fire Starter.............................$9.95

Double Walled, Stainless
Thermos, with 2 cups

There is nothing that can warm you up
quite like a hot cup of coffee on
a blustery day. This Thermos is
high quality, clean, stainless
steel inside and out. Double
walled so feel confident your
contents will stay hot or cold
for hours. Not only for
beverages. It is
also a great
way to have
piping hot fresh soup on the
trail, in the tree stand, or in
the car. Includes two attached
mugs so you can share your treat with a friend. Approximately 24 oz. capacity. Measures about 13’’ tall. Attached
carry handle. New. Imported.
31 5804 Stainless Steel Thermos...............$24.95

This unique campfire grill is an awesome
addition to your camping gear. It is just the right size to
use on smaller campfires. Imagine a nice juicy steak sizzling away over a hot bed of sassafras wood coals. That
my friends, is the best
steak you will
ever have! It
would also be
ideal to place
your pots or pans
on a nice level
surface. The three
legs can be
unscrewed to easily pack this grill away. Two
handles on either side also make it easy to use. Cooking
surface measures 15 ½’’ in diameter. Measures
approximately 11’’ high. This is a nice heavy-duty grill.
Made in Hungary. Unused Condition.

Hungarian Campfire
Frying Pan

Yet another addition to our ever-popular Hungarian cooking equipment. This all steel pan
with wooden handle will soon become your favorite campsite companion. The handle conveniently detaches from the pan to make it easy to
pack in your backpack. We all know food tastes
better when cooked over the open fire. Fry
your eggs, bacon, hash, or spam for
a hearty breakfast. Cooking surface
measures 8 ¼’’ in diameter. Total
length with handle measures 23 ½’’.
New Condition. Made in Hungary.
5861 Campfire Frying Pan................................$19.95

U.S. G.I. Insulated Stainless
Steel Beverage Dispenser

The perfect beverage dispenser. This
plastic insulated beverage
dispenser is ideal for hot soup
broth, coffee, tea, water and more.
With the thick insulation and
double-wall construction, you
can maintain temperature for
hours. The beautiful part of this
dispenser is the high quality
stainless steel inside container.
The 3-gallon capacity ensures
you will have plenty of hot coffee
all morning for your thirsty guests. Made of
heavy duty polyethylene. Easy to handle and
transport. Recessed drip proof spigot.
Measures approximately 16’’ long x 9’’ wide x 19’’ tall.
Outside may contain Military markings or paint. Used,
Good Condition.MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5860 Stainless Steel Beverage Dispenser..........$99.95

As always, with any products that will be used in
food preparation, we suggest you take measures
to clean them thoroughly before using.

U.S. G.I. Mess Kits

If you want something
that is going to
last a lifetime, get
something made of
stainless steel. They
won’t rust or corrode, and
can take the heat while cooking
on a grill or over a
camp fire. These
government issue
stainless steel mess kits sure come in
handy. Throw one in your pack, a few in your camper,
some in the boat, and keep a couple at the cabin. Most of
all, these are great for disaster preparedness. Mess kit with
utensils has a spoon, fork, and knife. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
1021 Mess Kit With Utensils, Used.....................$19.95
2914 Mess Kit Without Utensils, Unused............$19.95
5822 Mess Kit With Utensils, Unused.................$29.95

Czech Military Style Mess
Kit, Stainless Steel

MRE’S (Meals Ready to Eat)

Well, it’s not Mom’s cooking, but it’s not your wife’s either.
Excellent for in the bush,
on the boat, or
anywhere you
need a good
nutritious
meal. Meals
are prepared
under rigorous specifications for
taste, nutrition, and stability. No preparation or refrigeration required (for unopened portions). Eat cold or hot.
Meals usually consist of an entree, cracker, jam, peanut
butter, dessert, coffee, utensils, and napkin.
Selection of Entrees vary.
New/Fresh. MADE IN THE USA.

1075 Buy 12 Meals for.............................
for...............................$59.95/case

Our Catalog Only Lists a Fraction of
Our Inventory, Please See
colemans.com For More Items.

This Czech mess kit has everything you
need to cook a great meal on the trail! A
good meal on the trail is vital to a
successful hiking or camping
trip. Cooking a worthy meal
in the bush requires
quality equipment.
Stainless steel is
well-known for
its ability to be
easily cleaned and sanitary, which is a big advantage
when cooking outdoors. Feel confident knowing this
lightweight, stainless steel kit is going to last for many
years to come. The large pot holds approximately 1
quart, the small pot holds about 2/3 of a quart and the
plate/pan is 1 inch deep. All three components nest
together. Weighs 1.6lbs. Made in Czech Republic.
Unused Condition.

Yugoslavian Military
Canteen & Mess Kit Combo

Czech Military Mess Kit

French Military Large Mess Kit

4496 Czech Military Mess Kit..............................$12.95

5866 French Military Large Mess Kit..........$19.95

5811 Czech Military Style Mess Kit, Steel...........$29.95

This lightweight kit will be an essential part of
your survival preparation or your next hiking
expedition.
Weighing only 1 pound,
this 3 piece aluminum kit
consists of 2 pots
and 1 frying
pan. For
compact
storage all 3 pieces
nest together using the
frying pan as the lid. The large pot
holds approximately 1 quart, the small
pot holds about two-thirds of a quart,
and the frying pan is 1¼ inch deep which will also double
as a plate. These kits appear to be in an Unused
Condition with some exterior marks from long term
warehouse storage.

This is the same type of
kit used by the Yugoslav
Peoples Army at the end
of WWII and more
recent wars.
Complete
kit consists of
a canteen, cup,
knife, fork, spoon, an
aluminum 4 ¼” x 3 ¼” x 4
¾” pot with handle, and a
plastic bowl. This whole kit
conveniently fits into one
another and is stored in a
canvas pouch. The complete
kit measures 7 ½” x 3” x 6”.
Used Condition.
5119 Yugo Canteen & Mess Kit Combo...............$14.95
This kit was first issued Post-World War II in 1947! One of
the more interesting and unique
mess kits we have ever come
across in our travels. This twopiece set features a large pail
and handle with lid. This kit was
built to last! You will be most
impressed with the sturdy
hardware and construction of this
kit. The unique lid that fits over
your mess pail doubles as a frying
pan, just break off a short stick and cook your
vittles over the fire. The lid can also simply be
used as a mess tray. The pail is the perfect size
to hold your rations, utensils, cup, and more. Measures
approximately 9 ½’’ high and 9 ¾’’ wide. Aluminum. Will
be dirty from long term warehouse storage, give it a good
scrub. Unused Condition.
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Swedish Military
Large Aluminum Cooler

This insulated box was originally manufactured to hold
precious medical material at low temperatures for extended periods of time without
the use of electricity, no matter what the
outside weather
conditions
(hot or cold). Use
this cooler at camp,
on a boat, or any
other place you’re
lacking refrigeration.
This insulated box
is aluminum on
both the inside and
outside. The outer
dimensions are 18
½” x 18 ½” x 24”
high including the
2 ½” thick wall. Two
removable metal storage
racks and one 16 ½” x 5 ½” x 5 ½” plastic container snugly
nestled inside. Four latches keep the lid tight against the
double gasket that runs around the entire top of this box.
The lid is removable. May have some surface imperfections from storage and transporting. Unused Condition.
5150 Swedish Aluminum Cooler......................
Cooler.......................$99.00

Antique Italian Air Force
Serving Pot
Made of shimmering
stainless steel, this Vintage
Italian Air Force pot will serve your
next cup in style. This stunning
piece from the 1950’s looks dashing
with the distinctive Italian Air Force
Logo imprinted on the side. Features a
flip top lid, sturdy handle, and spout. This
is a rare antique that you may never see
again. Approximate 5 cup capacity, and
stands about 8 ¼’’ tall. Made in Italy.
Unused Condition.

5059 Antique Italian Air Force Serving Pot........$59.95

French Military
Aluminum
Basin

This rare old world
quality basin has
an unlimited amount
of uses. The entire basin is
very thick and well made. We
were told these were first issued
Post-World War II. I will be using mine as a
simple wash basin at my summer camp site.
The possibilities are endless around your
home or camp. Sometimes the simplest of items become
your most valuable companion. The diameter of this basin
is 11 ½’’ in diameter by 5’’ high. Aluminum. Will be dirty
from long term warehouse storage, give it a good scrub.
Unused Condition.
33 4594 Vintage French Aluminum Basin.....$14.95

U.S. G.I. Marine Corps
Pilsner Glass

Raise a glass to the fearless
Marines! This custom made
pilsner glass was used at the 240th
Marine Corps Ball. Custom etched with the
following: The Basic School. Esprit, Leadership,
Knowledge. 240th Marine Corp Ball. The infamous Eagle, Globe, and Anchor
emblem. When it comes to most items,
the DoD doesn’t skimp on quality. These
glasses are not cheaply made, they have
a thick solid base and some real weight to
them. 16oz. Genuine US Military Surplus.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5708 Buy 2 U.S. G.I. Marine Corp Glass for......$17.95

U.S. G.I. Melamine Drinking
Cup/Tumbler

Ideal for both hot and cold
liquids. Melamine has been
a popular food service
material of choice for the U.S.
Military for decades. These cups are
timeless classics for many reasons.
They stack compactly for easy handling,
dry fast, and are heat resistant. These very
durable cups have a long service life.
Everyone should have some for home, camp,
and the RV. Holds 10 ounces of liquid. Color: Tan.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A. by Halsey.
4592 Buy 4 G.I. Drinking Tumblers for................$9.95

Vintage Russian Military
Enamelware Cup

We found these magnificent cups stowed
away in a warehouse still in their original
wooden crates packed with straw. Good
quality enamelware is very durable and can be used for
many years. Due to its heavy duty
construction, it is suitable for
warming liquids directly
over open flame. These
are heavy and built to
last a long time. We are
unsure of the manufacture
date but based on the way they were packed and the
old world quality, we know they have to be decades
old. Holds 12oz. Available in two colors, green or white.
Choose green or white. Unused Condition.
5864 Russian Military Enamelware Cup................$9.95

Jerry Can Flask,
Stainless Steel

It is about time someone made a flask
for the Military Surplus world. This small
flask is the perfect pocket size flask for
“just in case”. Screw on cap. All high
quality, clean, stainless steel construction. Makes a great gift for the Military
man or woman in your life! Measures
approximately 3’’ x 4’’. Holds approximately 6oz. of liquid.
New. Imported.

5802 Jerry Can Flask, Stainless.............................$9.95

Stainless Steel Mug, Double
Walled, Keeps Drinks
Hot or Cold

Sip on your favorite beverage in this
handsome keg shaped mug and you
will be sure to turn heads. These wellcrafted tankards are built tough to party
for years to come. Nothing beats a
stainless steel drinking vessel! Stainless steel
is renowned for its ability to be easily cleaned and
sanitary. Double walled to keep drinks hot or cold. Two
sizes available: Large Mug Measures 6 ½’’ Tall and holds
a whopping 33 ounces or Regular Mug Measures 4 ½’’
Tall and holds 15 ounces the size of most beer mugs.

5184 Stainless Steel Mug, Regular 15 oz............$14.95

5184 Stainless Steel Mug, Large 33 oz................$24.95

Stainless Steel Camping
Mug with Carabiner

The best coffee is camp coffee.
There is nothing better than
crawling out of your tent in the
morning and having a warm coffee
or tea. Sip in style with this unique
mug. The attached locking carabiner
is perfect to affix on your backpack or
belt. Mug is well made of high quality stainless steel that
will last decades. Double walled construction for the best
thermal insulation. 10 oz capacity. New. Imported.
5812 Camping Mug with Carabiner.....................$9.95

1-888-478-7758
U.S. G.I. Stainless Steel
Mess Tray

Genuine, U.S.
Military Mess Trays.
These durable trays
will out last any
other cafeteria type
tray. Great for
picnics, camping, and
cafeterias. This six-compartment tray
measures 15 1/2” L X 11 1/2” W X 3/4” D.
Rugged, durable stainless steel construction
is dishwasher safe and stackable for convenient storage.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

3121 U.S. G.I. Mess Tray, Unused......................$14.95

U.S. G.I. 1 Qt. Stainless Steel
Canteen Cup
Made to last and take the
heat. These cups are the
ones used by our soldiers for years, and
even if you buy the used set they still
have many years of service left in them.
These are the hard to find Authentic U.S.
G.I. Stainless Steel Canteen Cups.
They feature 2 wire butterfly style handles.
The cup measures 3¼” x 5¼” x 4”. Fits the
U.S. G.I. 1 quart plastic canteen. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

3168 Buy 2 Used Canteen Cups........................$19.95
3187 Buy 2 Unused Canteen Cups ...................$29.95

U.S. G.I. 2 Qt. Plastic
Canteen or Canteen
Cover

This U.S. G.I. canteen is made
of heavy-duty plastic construction
with attached screw-top lid.
Holds approximately 64 oz.
Color: Olive. New.
Your canteen would not be
complete without a U.S. G.I.
Khaki 2 qt. canteen cover.
Cover is made of durable nylon
construction, featuring pile
lining, snug plastic closure,
small front pocket with hook
and loop closure, bottom drain
hole, handy belt clips and
detachable shoulder strap. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4403 G.I. Canteen Cover Unused.........................$9.95
3001 U.S. G.I. Plastic Canteens (2 Qt), New......$12.95

Swiss Military M84 Canteen
The Swiss Military is well
known for high quality field
equipment. This canteen is
no exception. This design
has proven performance in
the Swiss military for decades.
Made of very thick and rigid
plastic, this canteen will take
some serious abuse. Slim design fits
nicely into packs and pouches. Holds
approximately .8 liters of liquid.
Used, Good Condition. Style of cap may vary slightly.

5826 Buy 4 Swiss M84 Canteens for......................$9.95

U.S. 1 QT. Canteen

Feel like a true G.I. while carrying one of our
U.S. Government issue
canteens. These canteens
are great for hiking, biking,
and other outdoor
activities. When you pair
these canteens with the
canteen cover (sold below), it becomes
insulated and hands free, as it then can
be attached to a belt or pack. Made of a
heavy-duty plastic construction, this baby
will last. Durable screw top lid. Holds approximately 32 oz.
Color: Olive Drab. New/Unissued.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1028 Buy 2 U.S. G.I. Canteens for.......................$14.95

U.S. G.I. Canteen Covers

Keep your one quart
canteen cool and handy.
This insulated cover has
a water repellent nylon
outer shell with an acrylic
fiber lining, and snap closure.
Small side pocket with hook and loop
closure are great for water purifying tablets (not included)
or other small trinkets. Attaches with belt clips. (included).
Olive. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2951 U.S. G. I. Canteen Cover..................$9.95
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Dutch Military Double Walled
Stainless Steel Thermos

If you work or play outside in the frigid
winter months, there is nothing that can warm
you up quite like a hot cup of coffee.
The wide mouth of this thermos
makes it work great for soups,
too. Prime this thermos with
boiling water for a bit, empty
the hot water and then pour
your hot soup in. When you stop for
lunch on the trail you have
piping hot soup to enjoy! This
military grade thermos is made of
high quality stainless steel. Tight
fitting lid with gasket will keep your contents well sealed.
Measures approximately 12’’ high. Holds approximately
30 oz. of liquid. Unused Condition.
5863 Dutch Military Stainless Steel Thermos.....$17.95
“It is a weird design as far as I do not understand
the exposed stainless part of the Thermos. But
really excellent quality product. As stated in the
other review, charge it cold or hot and it will stay
cold or hot. My wife wanted it after she used it.
Thank goodness I bought two.”

German Military 4 Piece
Utensil & Can Opener Set
Forget those cheap plastic
utensils that can break or melt
while you’re cooking and/or
eating. Made of heavy duty
stainless steel, these utensils
are unique in that they fit snug
together within the can
openers attached sleeve. You
have everything you need here in one
convenient unit. Kit includes:
serrated knife, fork, spoon and opener.
Used Nice Condition.

5120 Buy 2 Used German Utensil Sets for...........$18.95

U.S. G.I. Forks

Need to feed the whole crew? We
have the utensils for the job. These
stainless steel utensils are great for
camping or picnics.
Authentic U.S. Military Surplus.
Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4432 Buy 10 U.S. G.I. Forks for..........................$29.95

Czech Military Can Opener
This opener works a little nicer
than the typical G.I. ones
because of the longer handle.
Keep one in your bug out bag, one
in the drawer at home, a few in the
RV, etc. Approximately 4’’ long.
Colors may vary, most are black or silver.
Used Condition.
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5858 Buy 3 Czech Can Openers for..........$9.95

As always, with any products that will be used in
food preparation, we suggest you take measures
to clean and inspect them thoroughly before using.

U.S. G.I. Stainless Steel
Utensil Set Fork,
Spoon, & Knife

AUTHENTIC U.S. Military
Issue. A three-piece
companion for all your
meals. US Government
issue stainless fork, knife,
and spoon are ideal for use with our
mess kits. This stainless steel set is great for camp,
picnics, or reenactors. Stamped “US”.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3080 Fork, Spoon & Knife Set, Used.......................$9.95
5823 Fork, Spoon & Knife Set, Unused.................$12.95

Hungarian Military 4 Piece
Stainless Steel Utensil Set

Leave the flimsy fake stuff at home and enjoy your
adventure with this tried
and true military chow set. This
stainless steel utensil set nests
together in one nice neat package
and has everything you need. Kit
includes a fork, spoon, knife,
and can opener. I have used
just about every commercial
and military camping utensil
variation. This 4 piece style
that nests together is by far the best.
Excellent Unused Condition.
5871 Hungarian Military 4 Piece Utensil Set.........$8.95

U.S. G.I. Can Opener

Show yours to any Vietnam Vet,
and he’ll probably show you his.
If you’re into any kind of outdoor
activities, you sure could use a
couple of these for your key-chains,
pockets, tackle boxes, backpacks etc. Unused.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
1018 P-38 (SM) Buy 10 for.....................................$4.99

2933 P-51 (LG) Buy 10 for......................................$9.95

Deluxe Folding Hand Saw

This is a very impressive tool made of high quality,
hardened
steel. The
double teeth on this saw make
for an effective cut each and every
time. Blade locks in the open and
closed position. Non-slip rubber handle
completes the package. Perfect for campfire wood, trail
blazing, and more. Measures approximately 8 ½’’ when
closed and 16’’ when opened. New in box. This is a very
high quality tool designed and manufactured to German
specifications, we would not offer anything less.
Imported. Made in China.

4843 Deluxe Folding Hand Saw........................$17.95

Authentic Swiss Military
Camp/Survival Hatchet

Even though this is a very
collectible vintage axe
from the 1950s–1960s
era, they were made to
be used hard by the Swiss Military
Army. Manufactured in a time period when tools
were made to last! Pretty enough to hang on a
wall or rugged enough to chop kindling for many
winters to come. Its lightweight and compact size
makes it easy to carry or chop with one hand and
small enough to attach to your belt (attachment not
included). Total length (steel head with a hardwood
handle) is 15” long. Unused Condition.

.........$29.95
4804 Swiss Military Camp/Survival Hatchet.........
“Great Hatchet but more like a Axetchet. Handle
is a little larger diameter than your standard
hatchet which I like. Mine was 15-3/4” tall. blade
was 5.5” wide, cutting edge 3.25” and butt
was 2.375” x .625” (5/8”) thick. Good hardness
passes the file test.”

Swiss Military
Antique
Ice Pick

This is one of those items that
if you find it and don’t buy it,
you’ll never know when it will
come around again. These rare WWII era
picks are popular with both military collectors
and tool collectors alike. This versatile tool
was once used by climbers to pick their way
up icy mountain sides in Europe. Made in
Austria, this pick has a 27 ¼” handle with a
2” spike on the one end. 11” pick head going
from a point to a 2 ½” span. Overall length
is approximately 31 ¼”. These used picks
are in very nice condition for their age. They
do have some minor surface rust but should
clean up nicely. Used Condition.

4821 Swiss Military Ice Pick...............................
Pick................................$99.00

Vintage Russian Military
Camp Axe

Manufactured in a time
period when tools were
made to last. This is
exactly what you want
in a quality axe. Sturdy solid wood handle and heavy duty steel head. Perfect for
splitting or chopping. Each axe head is just
a little bit different due to the forging process
and each one has its own unique character. In
addition to being very functional, it would make
an excellent decoration. Length of handle measures 28’’. Weighs approximately 4lbs. Genuine
European Military Surplus. May have patina on axe
head due to long term storage.
Unused Condition.
4852 Vintage Russian Military Camp Axe..........$39.95

U.S. G.I. MAX Axe

Forged with
Military Grade Alloy
Steel, this Hudson
Bay Style axe with
striking surface is the anchor piece
to the rugged MAX Multipurpose Tool
Kit. This durable axe is a property owner and
campers best friend. The strong polypropylene
handle with fiberglass core will last handle
the toughest abuse. Head length
7.6’’, overall length 34.5’’.
Axe’s that have rust can
easily be restored to peak
performance. We
sorted these tools into
three grades. Please read the
description of the grades below.
Grade 1: Unused. May show signs of long term
storage. Sheath included.
Grade 2: Used. Will show signs of use and have rust.
Dings on handle. Sheath included.
Grade 3: Used. Will show signs of use and have rust.
Dings on handle. NO sheath included.

4845 U.S. G.I. MAX Axe Grade 1........................$89.95
4845 U.S. G.I. MAX Axe Grade 2........................
........................$49.95
4845 U.S. G.I. MAX Axe Grade 3........................
.......................$39.95

For the Up to the Minute Deals, visit
our Web Site or Join our Email List
at colemans.com/mailing

U.S. G.I.
Max Multi-Purpose Tool

This rugged tool is the most versatile
combination hand tool we have ever encountered. Made
to strict Government specs right here in the USA. This
tool is extremely strong and reliable. The core
of this kit is the Hudson Bay style 3
½ lb axe/sledge mounted on a 34’
fiberglass handle.
The complete

kit includes the axe/
sledge, pick, shovel,
broad pick, mattock,
plus reversible rake
and hoe. The attachments are
easily locked into a beveled socket on the
back of the axe head using a hitch pin.
When the tools are not in use, they are
conveniently packed into a durable nylon
carry case with handle. This tool is not just
for serious off road enthusiasts, it can be stored easily in
most any vehicle. It is also the ideal
disaster preparedness tool. This is not a toy or novelty
item. The whole kit weighs about 12 pounds and can
be transported with one hand. These kits do include a
sheath. The condition of these kits appears to be mostly
Unused. Some portions of the kit may be unused, others
slightly used. The carry bag and tool will show signs of
long term storage and handling such as discoloration,
rust, scratches, and dents. None of this will inhibit the
functionality of this equipment. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4846 G.I. Max MultiPurpose Tool..........$199.95
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U.S. G.I. MAX Multi-Purpose
Tool, Factory New

This rugged tool is the most versatile
combination hand tool we have ever
encountered. Made to strict
Government specs right here in the
USA. This tool is extremely strong
and reliable. The core of this kit is
the Hudson Bay style 3 ½ lb axe/
sledge mounted on a 34’’ fiberglass
handle. The complete kit includes
the axe/sledge, pick, shovel, broad
pick, mattock, plus reversible rake
and hoe. The attachments are easily locked
into a beveled socket
on the back of the
axe head using a
hitch pin. When the
tools are not in use,
they are conveniently
packed into a durable
nylon carry case with handle. This
tool is not just for serious off
road enthusiasts; it can be
stored easily in most any
vehicle. It is also the ideal
disaster preparedness tool.
This is not a toy or novelty
item. The whole kit weighs
about 12 pounds and can be
transported with one hand. These kits do include a sheath.
NSN# 5120-01-416-8568. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4850 U.S. G.I. MAX Multi-Purpose Tool...........$249.95

Swedish Military Bow Saw
This Swedish 30”
saw will hold an
edge, cut wood,
and take abuse
for years. This bow
saw will also accept
replacement blades if you wear the original
out. Make no mistake, this Swedish Saw
is not your average big box store cut-rate
saw. Quality hand tools like this are typically something that families pass down
through generations. Blade cover included.
Used Condition.

3217 Swedish Military Bow Saw.....................
Saw......................$17.95

3217 Saw + 1 Unused Extra Saw Blade.........
Blade..........$22.95

Solingen Medical and Utility
Scissors
You have finally
nally found a
quality pair of
scissors to cut your
way through any project. These sharp
cutters were designed and manufactured specifically
for the medical industry, but we know there are a ton of
other applications. Excellent for craft projects or cutting
meat in the kitchen. Individually wrapped. Ice tempered
stainless steel. Blade stamped Solingen Stainless
Germany. This is a great value for high quality scissors!
Used One Time, Good Condition. May have slight
surface corrosion from storage. Can be cleaned easily.
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4832 Solingen Medical & Utility Scissors.....$9.95

U.S. G.I. Entrenching
Tool/Shovel, Unused

These compact shovels are a handy item to
take along hiking, camping, fourwheeling, or just to keep in the
trunk of your car. When open,
this shovel measures 23” long
with a 6” wide blade. Closed measurements are only 10” long. This is a favorite
used not only by military men all over the
world, but is also known as the tool of choice
among campers, hikers, survivalists, and even
gardeners. Weighing under 3 pounds, this
sturdy steel shovel cannot only dig a trench,
it can chop a root, and is equipped with 2
serrated edges for sawing and slicing. These
shovels are known as a tri-fold shovel because they fold into three sections which can
be freely positioned for different applications.
Commonly known as the Tri-Fold Shovel,
Entrenching Tool or E-tool.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

................$29.95
5113 G.I. Entrenching Tool, Unused.................
1071 G.I. Entrenching Tool, Used.....................
....................$19.95

To Place An Order
1-888-478-7758
German Military
One Handed Knife

This German military Victorinox® Swiss
made multi-tool is ideal for campers,
survivalists, hikers or fisherman.
sherman. This
knife includes a Phillips screwdriver,
wood saw, serrated locking blade, a
1 ½” reamer, bottle opener with a flat head
screwdriver and a can opener with a smaller
at head screwdriver end. Closed, this knife
flat
measures approximately 4 ¼” long.
Locking blade length is 3 1/8”L.
Used Nice Condition.
4818 German Military One Handed Knife.........$39.95
“I tossed this into a pack as a backup. I used it so
much, I ended up with it in my pocket full time. ”

German Army
Pocket Knife

Authentic and original.
Manufactured by the world
renowned knife craftsmen
at Victorinox, Switzerland. Ideal for
everyday carry, this 4 part German
Army Pocket Knife is the old style
pocket knife that was used in the German
Army. This pocket knife has just the right amount of tools
without being too large or bulky. The sharp main knife
blade measures almost 3 inches. Other useful tools
in this knife include a toothed saw, file, can and bottle
opener, corkscrew, and reamer. Used, Good Condition.
0773 German Army Pocket Knife......................$24.95

MANY ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG ARE SOLD AS
NOVELTY/COLLECTABLES ONLY. SOME ITEMS ARE
INELIGIBLE TO SHIP TO SOME CITIES OR STATES AND
SOME CANNOT BE TRANSPORTED OUT OF THE UNITED
STATES. PLEASE CHECK LOCAL AND STATE LAWS BEFORE ORDERING. ALSO REFER TO OUR WEBSITE OR
WEBSITE ORDER FORM FOR BRIEF INSTRUCTIONS

U.S. G.I. M9 Bayonet with
Scabbard, Tri Technologies,
Unused

Now is your chance to get
an authentic M9 Tri
Technologies Bayonet
from the U.S. military! First
introduced in 1986, the M9 is the current
issue bayonet for the U.S. Army. The M9
is more than just a melee weapon, but a
very useful tool for heavy cutting,
chopping, filing, and also a very
effective wire cutter. Also included with
scabbard is the LBE belt attachment
clips and quick release buckle. These
bayonets are copied quite often so beware
of cheap imitations. We are offering nothing but a 100%
genuine U.S. issue M9. Unused Condition in factory
packaging. Tri Technologies brand. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Cannot ship outside U.S.
0774 U.S. G.I. M9 Bayonet w/Scabbard..........$129.95

U.S. G.I. M7
Bayonet with
M10A1 Scabbard
Attention
Collectors!
Authentic M7 Bayonet
with M10A1 Scabbard.
Issued by the U.S.
Military. Some may have
soldiers markings from the past.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Cannot ship outside U.S.

0752 M7 Bayonet w/M10 Scabbard -Used.......$39.95

0751 M7 Bayonet w/M10 Scabbard.- Unused....$59.95

U.S. G.I. M9 Style Bayonet
with Scabbard

First introduced in 1986, the M9 is
the current issue bayonet for the U.S.
Army. This high-quality reproduction
allows you to own one that looks and
functions just like the real thing at a
fraction of the price! The M9 is more
than just a melee weapon, but a very
useful tool for heavy cutting,
chopping, filing, and a very effective
wire cutter. Also included with
scabbard is the LBE belt attachment
clips and quick release buckle. The
scabbard also includes a small pouch
with a small survival kit that includes matches, fishing
line, fishing hook, and band aid. 7’’ blade. This is a very
high-quality knife designed and manufactured to German
specifications. Assembled in China.

0779 M9 Bayonet w/Scabbard Repro................$39.95

Swiss Military M57 Bayonet
with Vinyl Frog

This knife bayonet was first
issued in 1957 to accompany
the world renowned Swiss
STG57 rifle. The bayonet
features a 9 ¼’’ double edge blade
that has a great look and feel. The
handle is a strong ribbed plastic that
offers a great grip. A plastic scabbard
and vinyl frog are also included with this
bayonet. We all know
that the Swiss Military
uses the best of the best
in field equipment and
you can really tell by the
exceptional quality of this
bayonet. Most look to have been barely used.
Used, Good Condition.
7001 Swiss M57 Bayonet with Vinyl Frog.........$49.95

1-888-478-7758
Italian Military M4 Bayonet
for the M1 Carbine

The M4 Bayonet Knife was
first adopted in 1944 for
use with the .30 caliber
M1 Carbine. Many
countries produced their
own M4 bayonets to use on the iconic
M1 Carbine. The US Military provided
M1 Carbines to Italy in the 1950s
and 1960s under what was called
the Military Assistance Program. M1
Carbine rifles were used in Italy well
into the 1990s. The Italian Military had
to have a bayonet for the M1 and ended up producing
these excellent M4 bayonets. Blade measures 6 ½’’.
Hand crafted, wooden grip. Bayonets are dated in the
late 1950’s and have the Arsenale Esercito Torino (Turin
Army Arsenal) maker stamp. Most blades appear to be
Unused. The unique scabbards appear to have only
slight use or storage wear and come with the original
web belt hanger. This is a very rare collectible.

5098 Italian M4 Bayonet....................................$99.95

Yugoslavian Military AK-47
Bayonet with
Scabbard

This durable and well-made
bayonet was in service by the
former Yugoslavian People’s
Army for decades. It was paired with the
Yugoslavian version of the AK-47, the
M70 rifle. It was made with all of the more
modern bayonet features like a file and
barbed wire snippers. This is a very well
made bayonet that would be a great
addition to your collection. Blade
measures approximately 5 ½’’ long. Old
real surplus bayonets like this are becoming very rare in
the world, order yours today! Used, Good Condition.
0778 AK-47 Bayonet with Scabbard.........$39.95
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U.S. G.I. USMC
OKC-3S
Bayonet

The granddaddy of all
US Military
Bayonets. The
Ontario Knife OKC3S
Marine Bayonet is used
and issued exclusively
to the United States
Marine Corps. Made of
thick 1095 Carbon Steel, this knife
is more than just a melee weapon,
but a very useful tool for heavy
cutting, chopping, and more. Also
included with scabbard is the LBE belt
attachment clips and quick release buckle. Includes
scabbard and ceramic honing rod. Scabbard has two
MOLLE straps for attaching to your belt, pack, or vest.
These bayonets are copied quite often so beware of
cheap imitations. We are offering nothing but a 100%
genuine USMC OKC-3S. Ontario Knife Company brand.
MADE IN THE U.S.A. Cannot ship outside U.S.

5096 USMC OKC-3S Bayonet, Used..................$99.95
5095 USMC OKC-3S Bayonet, Unused...........$139.95

U.S. G.I. M9 Bayonet with
Scabbard, Ontario

First introduced in 1986,
the M9 is the current
issue bayonet for
the U.S. Army. The M9 is
more than just a melee weapon, but a
very useful tool for heavy cutting,
chopping, filing, and also a very
effective wire cutter. Also included with
scabbard is the LBE belt attachment
clips and quick release buckle. These
bayonets are copied quite often so
beware of cheap imitations. We are
offering nothing but a 100% genuine
U.S. issue M9. Unused or Used
Condition. Used bayonets are very functional. Ontario
Knife Company brand. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Cannot ship outside U.S.

5071 U.S. M9 Bayonet w/Scabbard, Used.......$129.95
5072 U.S. M9 Bayonet w/Scabbard, Unused...$149.95

U.S. G.I. M7 Bayonet
with M8A1
Scabbard

The iconic M7 Bayonet was first
introduced in 1964 when the M16
first entered service with the US
Military. Considered by many to be one of the finest Military bayonets ever issued.This Authentic
M7 Bayonet is equipped with M8A1 Scabbard.
Issued by the U.S. Military. Absolutely may not be
exported out of the United States.
Cannot ship outside U.S. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

0775 U.S. G.I. M7 Bayonet, Like New...........$39.95
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0742 U.S. G.I. M7 Bayonet, Used..........$29.95

German Sailors Knife

This is a high quality replica of
a favorite tool as used by the
German Navy decades ago.
German seamen would use
this knife for everything from
cutting bread to cutting rope. The original
well-traveled knives would often be passed
down to sons or grandsons to be cherished
forever. This truly is a great utility knife in
every sense of the word. Continuous
stainless steel blade with real wooden
handle. Also included is a black leather
sheath with belt loop. Total length including handle is
approximately 9 ¼’’. New. Designed and manufactured to
German Specifications. Imported.
4834 German Sailors Knife...............................$14.95

U.S. G.I. M9 Bayonet with
Scabbard, Phrobis, Used

Now is your chance to own an authentic
M9 Phrobis Bayonet from the U.S
military! First introduced in 1986, the
M9 is the current issue bayonet for the
U.S. Army. The Phrobis III is
considered the most desirable of all
the M9 bayonet brands. The M9 is
more than just a melee weapon,
but a very useful tool for heavy
cutting, chopping, filing, and a very
effective wire cutter. Also included
with scabbard is the LBE belt
attachment clips and quick release
buckle. The scabbard on the Phrobis
is unique because it has a small pouch for
a sharpener or other small object. We are
offering nothing but a 100% genuine U.S.
issue M9. 7’’ stainless steel blade. Used
Condition but very functional. May have
markings from previous use. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Cannot ship outside U.S.
0777 U.S. G.I. M9 Bayonet w/ Scabbard .........$129.95

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. Machete

The Ontario Knife Company made
this 18” machete to tough U.S.
Government specs. It’s made of
strong carbon steel, which is
phosphated to prevent corrosion. The
smooth handle is also fire-resistant. Almost
24” overall. New/Unissued.
0706 U.S. G.I. Machete..............$29.95

G.I. Style M87 Sheath
Modeled after the real thing that was made
to go through the jungles. This tough hard
plastic sheath features a belt hook, a blade
sharpener, and holes to let air in and water
out. Fits the U.S. G.I. Machete. Color:
Black or Olive.
(Machete not included). New Condition.

0765 M7 Style Machete Sheath..$19.95

Authentic Cold War
Era Radiation
Detectors

Remember the days of Nuke
Disaster Drills? Fallout Shelters?
Here’s some cool memorabilia from the
same era! The units are marked with the
Civil Defense Logo - a blue circle with a
white triangle and red letters CD in the center of the circle.
All of these units operate on standard “D” cell batteries
(not included). We offer these units in two ways:
functioning according to the manufacturers specifications,
having passed the “circuit check” test and “meter zero”
test, as well as non-functional, or display, which offers a
lower cost. Both Tested or Display are not calibrated. We
cannot in any way warrant their functionality or protective
qualities. Sold as novelty item only. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
CDV-715
3489 Tested……………....….................…...….…$79.95
1137 Display….……………..............................….$39.95
CDV-720
3490 Tested………….................................……...$79.95
3464 Display…………..................................….…$39.95
CDV-717- has unique 25’ remote cable
3491 CDV-717 Tested…………..............…...……$79.95
3463 CDV-717 Display…..................................…$39.95

Authentic
1960’s Era
Civil Defense
Fallout
Shelter Sign

What a collectible! A
genuine Dept. of Defense cold
war era sign which hung in
the fallout shelters across our
country. Featuring the radiation
symbol that was so familiar
to our families in the 1960’s. Sign measures 10” x 14”.
These signs are very old, although they are all Unused
they still may have minor blemishes. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
4170 Fallout Shelter Sign, very minor blemishes..$24.95
5074 Fallout Shelter Sign, significant blemishes..$14.95

Israeli Military
Gas Mask

When preparing for
airborne threats, a
good quality gas mask
should be a part of everyone’s
survival load out. Made in
Israel, these gas masks are
some of the best quality military
surplus gas masks on the market at a
fraction of the price. Designed by the Israeli
Ministry of Defense as protection against Chemical
Warfare Agents, but because we purchased them as
military surplus, we cannot in any way warrant their
functionality or protective qualities. Drinking tube and filter
included. Adjustable head straps. This is a non-returnable
item. Choose Adult or Youth size. Unused Condition.
1106 Youth or Adult Size Gas Mask..................$29.95

Yugoslavian/Serbian Military
Monocular,
ON-M59
Used by the
Yugoslavian/Serbian
Army and made by Zrak
Optics. These sight
scopes are equipped with
a rubber eyecup and up &
down elevation adjustment. Included with this
monocular is the original leather storage/
carrying case. Great addition to any militaria or optics
collection. Unit measures 7” long x 4” wide.
Case measures 7” x 4 ¼” x 4 ¾”. Both case and unit may
have minor surface scratches. Used/Nice Condition.

5140 Yugoslavian/Serbian Military Monocular.......$29.95

G.I. Style
Grenades Dummy

Looks authentic, right down to the
pin. Choose from three styles pineapple, baseball or lemon. Drilled
bottom, and hollow core. Great
display piece. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2012 Pineapple style..........................................$12.95
2031 Baseball style............................................$12.95
2032 Lemon style...............................................$12.95

M1 Military Helmet

The iconic M1 helmet was first
produced by the United States
during World War II and was in
service up until the 1980s. After
World War II many NATO
Nations adopted the
M1 style helmet and
used them actively
up until the 1990s.
This particular
Belgian helmet is made of nonmagnetic Hadfield steel. These
rare helmets are very close to the
original US M1 Helmet and highly collectible.
The Thermoplastic liners and suspension appear
Unused. Genuine European Military Surplus.
Steel helmet is in Used, Nice Vintage Condition.

5508 Belgian Military M1 Helmet......................$39.95

British Military MK6
Combat Helmet
Protect your skull with this
genuine issue British military
combat helmet. This helmet
served the British Armed Forces
starting in 1985 and was in service
until 2009. This very tough helmet is
made of ballistic nylon. Helmet
suspension included with adjustable
chin strap. Sizes: Small or Large.
Color: OD Green. Can accept most
helmet covers. Used, Good
Condition. Made in Great Britain.

5514 British MK6 Combat Helmet............$79.95
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Danish Military Petromax 828 Swiss Military
Field Lighting Kit
Lantern
First developed in the
early 1900s for the
German Military.
These lanterns are
considered by many to be
the absolute best fuel
lantern ever made. These
350 CP (candle power) lanterns not
only produce a generous amount of
bright light, but also will warm small
areas with radiated heat. The lantern
is made of brass with a nickel finish.
Measures approximately 16’’ high. Designed to operate
using Kerosene. These lanterns are at least 50 years old,
therefore we do not guarantee the functionality. Condition
is like new to slightly used. There may be small markings
due to storage and handling. These minor imperfections
give each piece its own unique personality. Mantles not
included. Made in Germany. Limited Quantities.

5868 Danish Military Petromax 828 Lantern....$199.95

Vintage Swiss Military
Mountain Troop Snowshoes

A once in a lifetime find! These World War II vintage
snowshoes were hand crafted in the 1940’s for elite Swiss
Military Mountain
Troops. The old
world craftsman-ship shows in the
details. Old
fashioned cotton
rope bindings,
forged metal
cleats, and
wood dowels.
These would make
an incredible decoration at your
home or lodge! We believe the wood
species to be oak. Measure approximately
13½’’ x 8½’’. Each set is truly unique with its own
“imperfections” which gives each piece its own individual
allure. Limited Quantities. Used, Vintage Condition.
5710 Vintage Swiss Military Snowshoes...........$69.95

Our Catalog Only Lists a
Fraction of Our Inventory,
Please Go To colemans.com
For More Items.

U.S. G.I.
“Mines” Signs

When the “No Trespassing”
signs failed to keep the
enemy out of your
compound, give our “Mines”
sign a try! These red signs with white
lettering will make anyone stop in their tracks!
They’re 11 1/2”W x 5 1/2”H and 100% aluminum.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
41 3455 Buy 6 “Mines” Signs for..................$14.95

When you open this
very durable wooden
treasure chest you are
greeted with some of
the finest lighting equipment ever produced. Included in this rare kit are
two Geniol lanterns, two
lantern heat shields,
fuel funnel, spare lantern glass, spare lantern parts and tools,
instruction booklet,
spare mantels, and two
very special mica glass
folding candle lanterns.
The antique folding
candle lanterns
are the crown jewel
of this kit. They first
began service with the
Swiss Military in the 1920’s. The
ingenious time tested design of these
lanterns (photo
#3) is remarkable.
Made from stainless steel and rare
mica glass, when
properly assembled
the folding lantern is
virtually windproof.
This kit would be
amazing for a personal collection, emergency
prep groups, scouting groups, and more. The
classic Geniol lanterns are made by Petromax
in Germany who has been making lanterns for over 100
years. Wooden chest measures approximately 23 ¾’’ x
16’’ x 17’’. This is a once in a lifetime military surplus find.
These kits appear to be from the 1980’s and early 1990’s.
Limited Quantities. Genuine European Military Surplus.
Unused Condition.
5876 Swiss Military Field Lighting Kit................$699.95

Vintage German
Apple Wine Sign

What could be better than a cool
vintage sign? A cool vintage sign
featuring wine of course! This metal
sign originating from Germany boasts
vibrant colors, stunning graphics and
rich detail. Measuring
approximately 13 ½’’ tall and 6’’ wide,
it’s perfect for a small kitchen or as
an accent piece to a cluster of retro
accessories. Probably dating back to
the 70’s, we think it will fit with any
décor. Original antique. Unused Condition.

5066 Vintage German Apple Wine Sign.............$29.95
“Great color and in very good shape.....will make
a great addition to any collection.”

U.S. G.I.
Official Interment Flag

This special flag is made of the highest quality
cotton construction for a very important duty.
Cotton construction flags are a good choice
for an old-fashioned texture and appearance.
Most often used for presentation or ceremonial
purposes. Featuring individually sewn stars and stripes.
Not recommended for outdoor use. Fly: 9 ½ feet, hoist:
5 feet. Unused in original manufacturer’s box. Made by
Phoenix Industries. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

5709 U.S. G.I. Official Interment Flag.................$99.95

Danish Military
Hand Water
Pump

This cool and useful collectible is a
rare find. This hand crafted pump
may be decades old but it still
works like the day it was made.
Featuring a smooth brass
cylinder, extra wide wood
handle, foot
pedal, and brass
filter screen
on the bottom
suction tube.
This manual pump has a wide range of uses around the
home or farm. You can easily see this tool was made to
last. Includes 24’ of rubber hose with brass nozzle. Used,
Working Condition.

5925 Danish Hand Water Pump.........................$29.95

WE FIND OUR PRODUCTS TO BE VERY
UNIQUE AND INTERESTING. DUE TO THE
AUTHENTICITY OF OUR MERCHANDISE,
THERE MAY BE MINOR IMPERFECTIONS
SUCH AS SCRATCHES, DENTS OR EVEN
SMELLS, ETC. DUE TO LONG TIME
STORAGE AND HANDLING.

U.S. Army
Police Badge

Authentic G.I. Issue badges have a
nickel and silver oxidized
satin finished surface.
Copper alloy is the
overall material.
Badges are 2¾ in. tall.
Unused Condition
3536 U.S. Army Police Badge..............................$24.95

Czech Military RF-10 Radio

Produced by TESLA Company for the Czech Military
in the 1970s, this radio was ahead of its
time. This radio
was used for all
levels of
communication
from vehicles,
in the field,
and
at company
levels. All
components
come packed in
Styrofoam box that slides
into rubber water
resistant case. Radio
and instructions are all
written in Czech
but there is
much
information
scattered
throughout the
web
regarding
operating this
radio.
We did not
test these
units, therefore
we cannot guarantee
the functionality. Used, Good Condition.
• Frequency range: 44,000 to 53,975 MHz
• 400 total channels
• 1W RF output power
• 2 Portable antennas
• 2 Long-wire antennas
• Transmission range: up to 3 miles
• Volume and tuning controls
• Handset
• Includes rechargeable battery pack
• Some spare parts included
• Water resistant case measures approximately
18’’ x 13’’ x 6’’
• Radio unit measures approximately 7 ½’’ x 1 ¾’’ x 11 ½’’

5083 Czech Military RF-10 Radio...................$149.95

U.S. G.I. Communication
Telephone Wire

Be careful, the enemy may be listening!
Connect your field phones or other
communication devices
with this excellent
quality phone cable.
Great for farm use,
kids projects, bunker,
and more. Doublestrand durability. Heavy
duty enough for long term
outdoor use. Unused Condition.
Spool cover will have dirt and mud from long term storage.
4059 G.I. Communication Wire, 3,280 feet .........
........$49.95
4050 G.I. Communication Wire,, 1,640 feet..........$29.95

Swiss Military
Bunker
Phone
Set

What did we
do before
cellphones?
Find out for
yourself with
this complete
military phone set. Ideal for farm use,
camp, homestead, etc. Perfect for
communication between two locations in
remote areas where cell service is
unreliable. The phone face has a fun to use
crank that generates the outgoing signal.
This is an excellent military phone set
that is plug and play right out of the box.
We rarely find phones like this anymore.
Powered by a single D cell battery (not included). Each kit
comes complete with two phones plus a 200 meter spool
of communication wire. Unused Condition.
5713 Swiss Military Bunker Phone Set............$149.95

Swedish Military Olympia
Carina 2 Manual Typewriter

Another blast from the past at Coleman’s Military Surplus.
An EMP won’t knock this tool out of commission.
Just think, this typewriter
could have been used to
type top secret
communiques for the
Swedish Armed Forces
during the Cold War.
Makes a cool display
piece, but is also perfectly
functional. Comes with
plastic storage case with
handle. Some may need cleaned
or lubricated. We wrote a few
interoffice memos and most typewriters we tried had good
tape and worked well. Used, Nice Condition.

5711 Swedish Olympia Typewriter......................$79.95

Swedish Military Vintage
Rotary Bunker
Phone

This fascinating piece of
militaria would make an
awesome retro display piece.
This phone was originally used in the Swedish Military to
make class-fied calls in various Swedish military installations. Probably the most intriguing part is the warning
label on the side and in Swedish writing:
AUTHORIZED LISTENERS!
Just Necessary Signaling
No secret information in clear language
Right Channel – anropsignal?
Listen before call!
Follow the traffic schedule!
We are selling this phone as a display piece. We are
unsure if they function or not. Color: Gray.
Used, Good Condition.

5094 Swedish Military Rotary Bunker Phone.......$29.95

Vintage Polish Military
Switchboard

Imagine what this switchboard heard during the Cold
War in Eastern Europe. We believe these switchboards
to be from the late

1960s
and
1970s.
Makes
a very
unique
Militaria
display item.
I imagine, with a few field
phones, you could have a
lot of fun with this switchboard.
Switchboard case is metal with lower storage compartment that stores patch cords.
Includes Polish written manuals, canvas carry case, and
patch cords. We do not warrant the functionality of this
item. We sorted these switchboards into two grades.
Please read the description of the grades below.
Grade 1: Complete Used, Good Condition.
Grade 2: Used Hard. Could be scratched or damaged
some what incomplete, still has a good look.

5080 Vintage Switchboard, Grade #1.............
#1..............$99.95
5080 Vintage Switchboard, Grade #2.............
#2..............$49.95
“Hooked up Ericson field phones to this
switchboard and it works like a charm. Came
with operating instructions in Polish. Found
translated version online. Will support up to 10
separate phones plus an operator phone.
Ordered a couple of spools of field wire to go
with the set. Ready for any emergency.”

Swedish Military Medical Box
This excellent case has all of the most important
features you would want in a unique one of a kind
military surplus box.
Featuring reinforced
metal corners and
edges, two latches
with hasp, sturdy
metal handle,
and solid wood
construction. You
know this box was
built strong
because it was
originally
designed to hold
medical oxygen
delivery
equipment. Outside measures approximately
29’’L x 11’’W x 6 ¾’’H. Color: Olive Drab.
Will have scratches/surface wear from
storage and handling. Used, Good Condition.

4596 Swedish Military Medical Box.....................$59.95
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Swedish Military Civil
Defense Storage Box

This sturdy wooden box was hand made by Swedish
craftsmen decades ago. Used to store emergency items
that would be tucked away in case of disaster or wartime
crisis. Made of real wood with metal
reinforced
corners
and metal
handles. This
sturdy box
would make
a cool camp
storage box or
it could be repurposed into a unique
coffee table. Get creative
and make it your own!
Features the Swedish Military Crown logo.
Dividers on the inside of the box separate the container
into three compartments. Outside dimensions measure
approximately 23’’ long x 31’’ wide x 18’’ high. May have
markings, dirt or dents from storage and handling.
Unused Condition.

5092 Swedish Military Storage Box.....................$99.95

German Military Field
Storage Container

Vintage military storage containers like this
are great because they are much more robust
than your average container. It appears that
at one time this box was used to transport some type
of military munitions. A sturdy clasp holds two doors on
hinges together and when opened allows access the
container. The entire box is
made of steel. There is
also a steel carry handle.
Measures approximately
11’’ x 15’’ x 8 ½’’. Weighs
approximately 12 1/2 lbs.
Olive Drab. May show
signs of rust from long term
storage. Used,Good Condition.

................$24.95
4585 German Field Storage Container................

Polish Military
Ammunition Box

Military surplus storage
containers are
always a big hit with
our customers
because they are so
unique and sturdy.
This Polish
Military Ammunition
Box is built tough to
withstand the harsh conditions of the battlfield. Featuring
reinforced metal corners, canvas handles, latch hasp,
and metal hinges. This would make a great display item,
ammo box, or get creative and customize it! These ammo
boxes stack nicely so you may want to order a few.
Measures approximately 14” x 16” x 6”. Markings and
colors may vary. Empty. Used Condition.
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Box.................$24.95
5914 Polish Ammunition Box................

German Army WWII
First Aid Kit Box

Yet another exciting, once in a lifetime surplus find by
Coleman’s! This metal first
aid kit box has a great look
to it. When it comes to rare
military collectibles, you
have to grab them while they
are available because you
may never see them again.
This box would make a great display piece
in a variety of settings. Metal construction.
Outside measures approximately 13 ¾’’ long
x 7 ½’’ wide x 4’’ high. Used, Rough Vintage
Condition. Picture is representative of entire
lot. Shades of green and colors may vary.
4597 German Army WWII First Aid Kit Box........$99.95

Norwegian Military
Waterproof Airtight
Storage Box

Originally used to
store high explosive
grenades, we know this
sturdy container has
endless uses. It would
be great for the crafter or
collector in your life. You
could also use it in the
shop to keep all of your
nuts, bolts, and screws
organized. This storage
container has a rubber gasket that seals out air and moisture to keep your contents dry. Two carry handles for easy
transport. What will you store in this handy little container?
Measures approximately 17’’ long, 12 ½’’ wide, and 7 ½’’
high. Used, Good Condition.
4571 Norwegian Storage Box............................$29.95

U.S. G.I. Aluminum Transport
Chest
Previously used to
store and transport
Military Supplies. The
lid fastens
securely with 8 snaplock fasteners. Also
has a grab handle
on each end. These
sturdy, stackable,
watertight, airtight
units are great for storage and transporting
fragile items. Also handy for hunters and
campers. Makes a great toolbox. Used nice
condition. Both sizes are 31”L x 19”W with
varying heights. Medium - chest is 11 1/2” Tall, X-Large
chest is 22” Tall. Your Choice of Medium or X-Large
Used Condition. PLEASE SPECIFY SIZE.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1348 G.I. Transport Chest, Medium.....................
.....................$89.95

1348 G.I. Transport Chest,, X-Large.....................$89.95

Robust Vintage Wooden Box

Old military
boxes are
hard to find
because
they tend to
get abused,
beat-up and
usually
destroyed. If you need storage, forget the
cheap plastic or cardboard storage boxes.
These Swedish Military boxes were made
tough to withstand being tossed around
during packing and unpacking time and time again. These
are very useful boxes for storing a variety of things like
ammo, tools, or even fragile items. These solid wood
boxes are equipped with reinforced metal corners. You
can easily stack these on one another and not have to
worry about the bottom one collapsing. Handles on each
end, each one fastened to the box with 5 rivets. Two
latches on hinged lid with the capability to put a lock
through them to safely secure the contents. Measures 29
¾” x 10 ¾” x 13 ¼”. May have outer cosmetic blemishes..

4535 Swedish Robust Wooden Box....................$49.95
“This most certainly is a “robust” box. I wanted
something with a military flare as a truck box
for my 1956 Ford flatbed. This fits the bill. I even
purchased era correct padlocks to lock it down.
One thing to note is that this box was designed
to hold a very specific group of items. The interior has carefully constructed wooden brackets
to secure those items when the lid is closed. It
is not an empty chest as one might expect from
the photos. I will be modifying mine with my own
custom brackets to hold specific tools in place
such as a spare fuel can, bottle jack and safety
triangle as well as other things.”

U.S. G.I. Hardigg 25’’
Waterproof Storage
Container

Simply put,
Hardigg makes the
best storage cases in
the world. This
ultimate storage
solution was over
engineered for the U.S.
Military to transport
sensitive electronics
equipment around the
globe. Designed to
withstand
countless years of being
dropped, hit, stacked and abused.
Featuring recessed handles, latches and
hinges that prevents them from being damaged during
transport. The molded ribs are designed to make this
container very strong, but also lightweight. Watertight and
airtight seal keeps your contents dust-free and dry. Each
case has 8 latches and two lift handles. Outside measures
25” x 19” x 17’’. Weighs 49 lbs. 4.7 cu ft. volume. Regular
civilian model retail price starts at over $350.00. Slightly
Used, Very Good Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4586 Hardigg Storage Container...........................
...........................$99.95

U.S. G.I. Portable Field Desk

Attention
Collectors!
Occasially
we find
these Very Collectable/Rare
Portable Field Desks in a Used
Condition, but Unused desks are very
rare. Unused desk includes the little stool. The used desk
is empty and is sold without the stool, may have markings
and/or minor damage. Desk area measures 27” x 23 5/8”
x 26¼”. Drawer section measures 18” x 23½” x 27“.
Table top latches to the front of door section for storage.
When everything is folded for storage,
unit measures approx. 24” x 19” x 27”
MADE IN THE U.S.A. We are offering these desks as:
Unused - Very nice condition, with chair.
Used Grade #1 - minor scrapes and blemishes, no chair.
Used Grade #2 - prevalent scrapes or blemishes, no chair.
.......................$299.00
4112 U.S. Field Desk, Unused.........................
4106 U.S. Field Desk Used, Grade #1.............
...........$149.00

5075 U.S. Field Desk Used, Grade #2................
...............$99.95

U.S. G.I. Wooden Folding
Field Table

Attention
Collectors! These are
a hard to find military
collectable!! These
wooden black top
tables have folding
olive drab legs. Table
measures 24 in. deep x 36 in. long x 27½ in. high. Has
straps to keep legs securely folded. MADE IN THE U.S.A.

3541 U.S. G.I. Field Table -Unused.....................$99.95
5019 U.S. G.I. Field Table -Used.........................$69.95

U.S. G.I. Medical Cabinet

When we saw these cabinets we just had to have them.
They are very high quality.
Perfect for a garage,
workshop, or as
modern décor. Four
slide out drawers,
and two spring loaded
lift handles on each side.
Also features black security
bar to keep the drawers in
place during transportation.
This cabinet cost Uncle Sam
over $1,500 brand
new! Made by Fisher Hamilton,
in business for over 100 years.
Measures approximately 36 ½’’ high x 18’’
wide x 21 ¾’’ deep. Unused Condition. May
have small blemishes from storage and
warehouse handling. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Please call 1-888-478-7758 for shipping rates.
5077 U.S. G.I. Medical Cabinet..............$149.95
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U.S. G.I. Ammo
Boxes

These
government issue
cans are air tight
and waterproof!
Countless uses include safe
transportation of shotgun and
rifle shells, tools, perishables,
and any hunting or camp items.
Geocachers also love these
rugged, water-tight, steel boxes.
Used, Nice Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Four sizes available:
.30 Cal. Can
(11” L x 3 1/2” W x 7 1/2” H)
.50 Cal. Can
(11” L x 5 1/2” W x 7” H)
40MM Can
(18”L x 6”W x 10”H)
20MM Can
(17” L x 7” W x 15” H)
.............................$8.95
2205 .30 Cal Can (Wt. 4.8 lbs.).............................
2206 .50 Cal Can (Wt. 6 lbs.)...................
lbs.)................................$8.95
2293 40MM Can (Wt.15 lbs.)................................$9.95

2207 20MM Can (Wt. 20.8 lbs.)..........................
...........$29.95

British Military
Aluminum Storage
Can

A handy storage tube
that looks cool too.
This aluminum storage
can was originally used
to store a tripwire flare. You can use it
to store a small emergency kit, organize your workshop, and more. The possibilities are endless. Screw top
lid secures tightly. Add your own gasket for a compact and
completely waterproof storage solution. Measures 7 ¾’’
high. 3 ¾’’ in diameter. Color: Black.
Used, Good Condition.
4593 British Aluminum Storage Can......................$9.95

U.S. G.I. General Purpose
Waterproof Storage Box
Originally used for a first aid kit. These
plastic waterproof boxes have many uses.
Nice for storage of important photos,
papers, disks, CDs, or make your own
first
st aid kit. Boxes feature steel
latches and one steel carrying
handle, lid with rubber
gasket, and ridge and
groove for easy stacking. Top
opening 9.5” x 7” interior height,
8”x 9” bottom. Great for storing all
sorts of items. Boxes are empty.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A
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4516 G.P. Storage Box...........................$14.95

U.S. G.I.
Saw Box

Also known as a Fat 50. These
cans are just a little bigger and
wider than the regular 50mm
ammo can. This is the most
popular size can for geocachers.
The 5.56 mm steel can measures 12” L x 7”
W x 8½” H. Rubber seal lid with an end hinge.
Used/Nice Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
............................................$17.95
1341 G.I. Fat 50 Cal.............................................

Antique
German
Ammo Can

This German ammo
can is an incredible
find! These are 1960’s
and 70’s era German
ammo cans. These
cans are the same
style that have been used by the German
army since late WWI. Perfect for the reenactor or collector. Would also make a great tool box! Carry handles
on both ends and the top. Used, Vintage Condition.
Measures approximately 14” L x 6½” H x 3” W. Weighs
about 6lbs. Genuine European Military Surplus.

1347 Antique German Ammo Can...............
Can.....................$19.95

Russian Military Wooden
Ammo Box
This tough box would make an
awesome vintage decoration,
camp box, ammo box, or get
creative and
customize it to suit your needs!
The sturdy construction
features dovetail joints and
reinforced corners. These
ammo boxes stack nicely so you may
want to order a few. As with most genuine
military surplus, the markings and colors
may vary. Sorry, no ammo included. Box
measures approximately 16” long x 14”
wide x 5” tall. Used Condition.

4591 Russian Military Wooden Ammo Box..........$19.95

Swiss Military
Steel Stash Box

In the world of Military Surplus,
Swiss surplus is the gold
standard. Originally
designed to be a sunglasses case, this little accessory can
be used so many ways. You may think this
is just a simple stash box but try to find one
of this quality made of metal. The front clasp
snaps closed securely to ensure safe transport of your trinkets. Perfect to organize smaller items
in your larger packs, keep tinder, make a small survival
kit, and more. Measures approximately 5 ½’’ long x 2 ½’’
wide. Color: Olive Drab. Unused Condition.
5707 Buy 2 Swiss Steel Stash Boxes for..........$17.95

U.S. G.I. Improved Combat
Shelter Aluminum Tent Pole,
2 Pack

U.S. G.I. Military Parachutes

Authentic military cargo-drop parachutes.They make a
great collector’s display as a back drop or hanging from
a ceiling. They’re a nice car, boat or shade cover. These
U.S. Military parachutes measure 24’, 32’, 34’, 35’
diameter, and are MADE IN THE U.S.A. The 24’ & 32’
parachutes are made of a nylon material and are in a
Used Nice condition. The 35’ are made of nylon and are in
an Unused Condition. All have cut shroud lines. Sold for
novelty purposes only, not intended for use as a personnel or cargo chute.
1124 U.S. 24’ Parachute, Nylon, Used ..............$69.95
5044 U.S. 32’ Parachute, Nylon, Used...............
..............$79.95
5055 U.S. 35’ Parachute, Nylon, Unused...........
..........$99.95
4178 U.S. 35’ Parachute, Nylon, Used...............$79.95

ATTENTION:

All Parachutes or Parasails sold by
Coleman’s Military Surplus are sold for
novelty purposes only, not ever intended
for use as a personnel or cargo chute.

U.S. G.I. Gigantic 100 ft.
Cargo Parachute
Woodland Camo or
Olive Drab

This authentic cargo deployment chute
is used, but in good condition. Use this
gigantic parachute to cover several
classic cars or to shade or camoflage a
large area. This parachute could cover
a house! Sold for novelty purposes only,
not intended for use as a personnel or
cargo chute. Shroud lines have been
removed. This parachute is not pictured, but it looks
like the 24’ G.I. Parachute (pictured above), except it’s
HUGE! Sold “as is” Used Condition. Not inspected, may
have some holes and tears. Inspected parachutes are
checked, they may have very tiny holes.
MADE IN THE U.S.A. This product must be shipped by a

freight carrier. Please call 1-888-478-7758 for a shipping rate

4167 100’ Parachute -Not Inspected, Olive....$399.00

5061 100’ Parachute -Inspected, Olive...........$599.00
5081 100′ Parachute -Inspected, Woodland...$499.00

The measurements given for all
parachutes are approximate sizes.

These poles
were
manufactured to be
given out
as replacement poles for the
current generation U.S. Army
Improved Combat Shelter. Unlike most
commercial tent poles, these poles are
made of strong lightweight aluminum, not
plastic. Features interlocking tip ends and
strong shock-cording. If you own the ICS shelter it is best
practice to have some of these poles as back up. Or
maybe replace your tent poles. It may work with your tent,
just measure your poles. You could also use them to
fashion a clothes line at camp. Pole measures 11 feet long
when fully deployed. Use your imagination!
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
5869 Buy 2 Combat Shelter Tent Poles for.........
.........$14.95

U.S. G.I.
12” Aluminum
Tent Stakes

These stakes are 100%
aluminum. They are 12” long,
with a 1 1/2” wide shaft that
is a rigid 1/8” thick. The shaft
tapers to a point, which makes
it easier to insert into the hard
ground. The curved shaft is topped with a wing
shaped head for securing the tent line or rope.
Color: Olive Drab. Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3647 Buy 12 Stakes for.......................................
.......................................$9.95
3648 Buy 50 Stakes for....................................
....................................$39.95

Swedish Military Barracuda
Camo Netting

Genuine
Swedish Barracuda Woodland
Camo net is a
well-made
reliable net.
These nets
were made
for the Swedish Army, but
were put in a
warehouse
unused, so the
condition of
these are very nice. Made of a durable
waterproof plastic material which is attached to the
weather resistant nylon netting with a durable glue. The
green foliage with brown pattern blends in well with most
environments for maximum hiding capability. Perfect for
hunting stands, duck blinds, and much more! Measures
approximately 15’ x 15’ however, this net has the ability to
be easily strung together to increase its size.
Unused Condition.
3864 Barracuda Camo Netting...............
.............$129.95
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NATO Large Mouth Gerry
Can, Unused
Condition

Made in Germany. These
cans are the real deal, not a
flimsy imitation.
Holds 20 liters
(5 gal.) of liquid.
Features an
opening with a
secure locking cap. Triple grip
metal molded handle for easy dispensing,
large mouth for ease of pouring. Measures 6” x 13” x
18”. NATO 7240-12-179-5055. Unused Condition.

4560 German Large Mouth Gerry Can................$59.95

Please obey the law. It is the
purchasers responsibility to adhere to
all the local, state, and federal laws &
restrictions that may
apply to all of our products.

NATO Gerry Can,
Unused
Made in the
original factory in
Europe. Holds 20
liters (5 gal.) of liquid.
Features a 2” wide mouth open-ing with a secure locking cap.
Triple grip metal molded handle
for easy dispensing. Measures
6” x 13” x 18”. Made of Steel

4556 NATO Gerry Can,, Unused........................$49.95

NATO Flexible
Gerry Nozzle

Brand new from the factory in
Europe, this is NOT the cheap
imitation nozzle flooding the market.
These are rare and hard to find. The entire nozzle is
flexible metal as pictured above with a metal tip. The
rubber gasket and clamp leaver keeps the nozzle
snug to the can. New Condition.
4565 NATO Flexible Spout
Spout, Large Mouth...$14.95

Italian Military
10” Aluminum Funnel

You can finally throw away that flimsy
plastic funnel that spilled one too many times.
This sturdy all aluminum
funnel is the last funnel you
will need. Heavy duty
construction with handle.
No swirl design. Large 10’
circumference 9’’ height.
Used, Good Condition.
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5913 Italian Military Aluminum Funnel.....$12.95

Wavian NATO Jerry Can

The ultimate Jerry can has
arrived! This is the fuel can
we have all been waiting for,
straight from the factory that
has been making them for
NATO militaries for years. The
Wavian NATO Jerry can is
designed and built to the
highest quality. Based on the
original and best design, these
cans are rigorously drop tested,
pressure tested and flame
tested to ensure that they
are one of the safest
options for the transport and
storage of fuel. Each can
features the UN Certification
Number and comes with a 2 year
warranty against manufacturer’s
defects. Extra thick 0.9mm steel construction, fuel
resistant interior paint, and wide breather for smooth pour.
Complies with US Emission regulations. 20L/5 Gallon.
Spout and extra adapter included. New Condition.
Please Specify Color: Olive, Black, Red, Yellow, or Blue.
......................... $79.99
4568 Wavian NATO Jerry Can..........................

U.S. G.I. Wire Rope
1/8 x 1000 ft

Heavy duty wire rope for
many applications. 1/8’’
thick, 1000ft spool. Zinc
surface coating, steel core
and strand. 2,000lb
breaking strength. Entire
spool weighs approximately
33 lbs. Unused condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A
3375 U.S. G.I. Wire Rope 1/8 x 1000 ft.............
ft..............$49.95

Vintage Danish Military
Transportation Blanket/Tarp

Okay! Everyone grab a handle
and lets move out. Add this
unique item to our list of products that have
1001 uses. This interesting item is perfect
for hauling wood at camp, carrying supplies,
emergency preparedness, and more. Carefully constructed
of durable cotton canvas. The perimeter is lined with
quality 3/4’’ braided rope for strength but also provides 12
sturdy handles. This is just one of those excellent items
that you have to handle yourself to believe the incredible
craftsmanship. Measures approximately 70’’ long x 34’’
wide. Olive Drab in color. Very Strong, very well made.
Slightly Used Condition.
5875 Danish Military Transportation Blanket.......$29.95

U.S. G.I. 10’ X 10’ Cargo Net

Now this is a
sweet set up! A
10‘ x 10’ cargo net
assembly, made in
the U.S.A., bought
straight from the
U.S. Government.
A great item for anyone
with a pickup truck. As you can see in the
picture, we reserved a few sets to be put to use
right here at our facility! There are steel D rings to secure
your cargo using your own tie-down straps, hooks, or
bungee cords (not included). Works great with CMS Item#
337001. 1 ¾’’ webbing. Color: Olive Drab. Unused. May
show signs of long term storage. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3877 G.I. 10’ X 10’ Cargo Net ............................$89.95
“The cargo net is new/unissued and a wonderful
buy. I have looked for one for years that is well
made and affordable. This is it. ”

colemans.com
U.S. G.I. General Purpose
Cargo Net

Cargo nets have
so many practical
uses in everyday
life and this one is
no exception. This
medium duty cargo net would be perfect for
securing cargo to an ATV or in a motor
vehicle. Looped ends prove very useful for
team lifting and transporting heavier items.
You could also cut and customize this cargo net to suit
your individual application. Constructed of tough 1’’
cotton webbing. Measures approximately 20’’ x 30’’.
Metal hardware clamps. Unused Condition.
Made in Canada.

3893 U.S. G.I. Gen. Purpose Cargo Net ..........$14.95

U.S. G.I. Industrial Grade
10 GPM Rotary Hand Pump

This heavy duty hand pump will perform for years and
years. Ideal for mobile tanks, barrels, construction,
farming, and much more. This
complete kit is easy to install and
comes with all of the
necessary
accesories. Includes
the hand driven pump, nozzle, 8’
x 5/8th” static guard hose, pipe thread
tape, and steel
telescoping
suction pump.
Durable
aluminum
housing with cast iron rotor. Flow rate is 10 gallons per
100 rotations. ¾” outlet. Manufactured by Fill Rite.
Unused In Original Manufacturer’s Box.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

4853 U.S. G.I. Rotary Hand Pump..................$139.95

U.S. G.I. 10’ Rachet Strap

These high quality
ratchet straps are
prepared to take
years of abuse.
Over engineered
under strict specifications for the
US Government. Assembly is 10’
length 1 ¾ inch nylon ratchet strap
assembly. Solid steel J hook and heavy duty
hook assembly for confident tie down. Straps
appear to be unused, but may show some surface
oxidation due to long term storage.
Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
3378 Buy 4 U.S. G.I. 10’ Rachet Straps for........
.......$19.95

U.S. G.I. 21’ Professional
Grade Ratchet Strap

Our military is equipped with high quality
tie down equipment because their
mission depends on it. This assemassem
bly was manufactured to the highest
quality standards
by one of the best
names in hardware,
Kinedyne. Assembly is 21’ in length made
of 2’’ nylon strap webbing. Each end of the
strap is a folded loop. You can add your own
clevis, or one of ours, to customize this equipment to your
application. Excellent Unused Condition.
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
...............$12.95
5918 G.I. 21’ Pro Grade Ratchet Strap...............

U.S. G.I. HMMWV (Hummer)
Extreme Condition Tire
Replacement Jack

In the world of hydraulic vehicle hand jacks,
this kit is the top dog. Over-engineered to be
used by the U.S. Military to jack up a HMMWV
(Hummer) for tire replacement in extreme
conditions. The base plate was specially
designed to be used in a sand environment which makes it
ideal for off-road enthusiasts. It can be used on other
surfaces with ease. This kit consists of: AISI 4130 steel
frame hydraulic lifting jack
with a 10 ton,
6.75” travel hydraulic ram
(53.4 lbs), an 8”x18” jack

bearing plate
(5.4 lbs), and a
hydraulic hand pump
with a 6-foot hose
extension (11.6 lbs), and a carry bag (4.2 lbs) for a
combined total kit weight of 74.6 lbs. The jack has a
minimum lifting height of 5.75 inches and a maximum lift
height of 20.75 inches, providing more than 14 inches of
available lifting power stroke. Lifting load rated capacity:
8,500lbs. The government paid over $2,700 for this nearly
indestructible piece of equipment! May show signs of
minor rust. Unused Condition. MADE IN THE U.S.A.
2494 HMMWV Tire Jack........................$399.95
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